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Abstract
This paper introduces a programming language that makes it conve-
nient to compose large software systems, combining their features
in a modular way. J& supportsnested intersection, building on ear-
lier work on nested inheritance in the language Jx. Nested inher-
itance permits modular, type-safe extension of a package (includ-
ing nested packages and classes), while preserving existing type
relationships. Nested intersection enables composition and exten-
sion of two or morepackages, combining their types and behavior
while resolving conflicts with a relatively small amount of code.
The utility of J& is demonstrated by using it to construct two com-
posable, extensible frameworks: a compiler framework for Java,
and a peer-to-peer networking system. Both frameworks support
composition of extensions. For example, two compilers adding dif-
ferent, domain-specific features to Java can be composed to obtain
a compiler for a language that supports both sets of features.

1. Introduction
Most software is constructed by extending and composing exist-
ing code. Existing mechanisms like class inheritance address the
problem of code reuse and extension for small or simple exten-
sions, but do not work well for larger bodies of code such as com-
pilers or operating systems, which contain many mutually depen-
dent classes, functions, and types. Moreover, these mechanisms do
not adequately supportcompositionof multiple interacting classes.
Better language support is needed.

This paper introduces the language J& (pronounced “Jet”),
which supports the scalable, modular composition and extension
of large software frameworks. J& builds on the Java-based lan-
guage Jx, which supports scalable extension of software frame-
works throughnested inheritance[35]. J& adds a new language
feature,nested intersection, which enables composition of multi-
ple software frameworks to obtain a software system that combines
their functionality.

Programmers are familiar with a simple form of software com-
position: linking, which works when the composed software com-
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ponents offer disjoint, complementary functionality. In the general
case, two software components are not disjoint. They may in fact
offer similar functionality, because they extend a common ancestor
component. Composing related frameworks should integrate their
extensions rather than duplicating the extended components. It is
this more general form of software composition that nested inter-
section supports.

A motivating example for software composition is the problem
of combining domain-specific compiler extensions. We demon-
strate the utility of nested intersection through a J& compiler
framework for implementing domain-specific extensions to the
Java language. Using the framework, which is based on the Poly-
glot compiler framework [36], one can choose useful language fea-
tures for a given application domain from a “menu” of available op-
tions, then compose the corresponding compilers to obtain a com-
piler for the desired language.

We identify the following requirements for general extension
and composition of software systems:

1. Orthogonal extension: Extensions may require both new data
types and new operations.

2. Type safety: Extensions cannot create run-time type errors.

3. Modularity: The base system can be extended without modify-
ing or recompiling its code.

4. Scalability: Extensions should bescalable. The amount of code
needed should be proportional to the functionality added.

5. Non-destructive extension: The base system should still be
available for use within the extended system.

6. Composability of extensions.

The first three of these requirements correspond to Wadler’sex-
pression problem[49]. Scalability (4) is often but not necessarily
satisfied by supporting separate compilation; it is important for ex-
tending large software. Non-destructive extension (5) enables ex-
isting clients of the base system and also the extended system itself
to interoperate with code and data of the base system, an important
requirement for backward compatibility. Nested inheritance [35]
addresses the first five requirements, but it does not support exten-
sion composition. Nested intersection adds this capability.

This paper describes nested intersection in the J& language and
our experience using it to compose software. Section 2 consid-
ers a particularly difficult instantiation of the problem of scalable
extensibility and composition—the extension and composition of
compilers—and gives an informal introduction to nested intersec-
tion and J&. Nested intersection creates several interesting techni-
cal challenges, such as the problem of resolving conflicts among
composed packages; this topic and a detailed discussion of lan-
guage semantics are presented in Section 3. Section 4 then de-



scribes how nested intersection is used to extend and compose com-
pilers. The implementation of J& is described in Section 5, and Sec-
tion 6 describes experience using J& to implement and compose
extensions in the Polyglot compiler framework and in the Pastry
framework for building peer-to-peer systems [44]. Related work is
discussed in Section 7, and the paper concludes in Section 8. The
appendix gives a formal operational semantics and a type system
for J&.

2. Nested intersection
Nested intersection supports scalable extension of a base system
and scalable composition of those extensions. Consider building a
compiler with composable extensions. A compiler is of course not
the only system for which extensibility is useful; other examples
include user interface toolkits, operating systems, game engines,
web browsers, and peer-to-peer networks. However, compilers are
a particularly challenging domain because a compiler has several
different interacting dimensions along which it can be extended:
syntax, types, analyses, and optimizations.

2.1 Nested inheritance

Nested intersection builds on previous work on nested inheri-
tance [35]. Figure 1(a) shows a fragment of J& code for a simple
compiler for the lambda calculus extended with pair expressions.
This compiler translates the lambda calculus with pairs into the
lambda calculus without pairs.

Nested inheritance is inheritance ofnamespaces: packages and
classes. In J&, packages are treated like classes with no fields,
methods, or constructors. A namespace may contain other name-
spaces. A namespace may also extend another namespace, inher-
iting all its members, including nested namespaces. As with or-
dinary inheritance, the meaning of code inherited from the base
namespace is as if it were copied down from the base. A derived
namespace mayoverrideany of the members it inherits, including
nested classes and packages.

As with virtual classes [29, 30, 19], overriding of a nested class
does not replace the original class, but instead refines, orfurther
binds [29], it. If a namespaceT ′ extends another namespaceT
that contains a nested namespaceT.C, then T ′.C inherits mem-
bers fromT.C as well as fromT ′.C’s explicitly named base name-
spaces (if any). Further binding thus provides a limited form of
multiple inheritance:explicit inheritancefrom the named base of
T ′.C and induced inheritancefrom the original namespaceT.C.
Unlike with virtual classes,T ′.C is also a subtype ofT.C. In Fig-
ure 1(a), thepair package extends thebase package, further bind-
ing theVisitor, TypeChecker, andCompiler classes, as illus-
trated by thebase and pair boxes in the inheritance hierarchy
of Figure 2. The classpair.TypeChecker is a subclass of both
base.TypeChecker and pair.Visitor and contains both the
visitAbs andvisitPair methods.

The key feature of nested inheritance that enables scalable ex-
tensibility is late binding of type names. When the name of a class
or package is inherited into a new namespace, the name is inter-
preted in the context of the namespace into which it was inherited,
rather than where it was originally defined. When the name occurs
in a method body, the type it represents may depend on the run-time
value ofthis.

In Figure 1(a), the nameVisitor, in the context of thebase
package, refers tobase.Visitor. In the context ofpair, which
inherits frombase, Visitor refers topair.Visitor. Thus, when
the methodaccept is called on an instance ofpair.Pair, it must
be called with apair.Visitor, not with a base.Visitor. This
allows Pair’s accept to invoke thevisitPair method of the
parameterv.
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Figure 2. Inheritance hierarchy for compiler composition

Late binding applies to supertype declarations as well.
Thus, pair.Emitter extendspair.Visitor and inherits its
visitPair method. Late binding of supertype declarations thus
provides a form ofvirtual superclasses[30, 15], permitting inher-
itance relationships among the nested namespaces to be preserved
when inherited into a new enclosing namespace. The class hier-
archy in the original namespace is replicated in the derived name-
space, and in that derived namespace, when a class is further bound,
new members added into it are automatically inherited by sub-
classes in the new hierarchy.

Sets of mutually dependent classes may be extended at once. by
grouping them into a namespace. For example, the classesExp and
Visitor in the base package are mutually dependent. Ordinary
class inheritance does not work because the extended classes need
to know about each other: thepair compiler could definePair as
a new subclass ofExp, but references withinExp to classVisitor
would refer to the oldbase version ofVisitor, not the appropriate
one that understands how to visit pairs. With nested inheritance
of the containing namespace, late binding of type names ensures
that relationships between classes in the original namespace are
preserved when these classes are inherited into a new namespace.

In general, the programmer may want some references to other
types to be late bound, while others should refer to a particular fixed
class. Late binding is achieved by interpreting unqualified type
names likeVisitor as sugar for types nested withindependent
classesandprefix types. The semantics of these types are described
in more detail in Section 3. Usually, the programmer need not write
down these desugared types; most J& code looks and behaves like
Java code.

2.2 Extensibility requirements

Nested inheritance in Jx meets the first five requirements described
in Section 1, making it a useful language for implementing exten-
sible systems such as compiler frameworks:

Orthogonal extension. Compiler frameworks must support the
addition of both new data types (e.g., abstract syntax, types,
dataflow analysis values) and operations on those types (e.g., type
checking, optimization, translation). It is well known that there is
a tension between extending types and extending the procedures
that manipulate them [42]. Nested inheritance solves this problem



package base;

abstract class Exp {
Type type;
abstract Exp accept(Visitor v);

}
class Abs extends Exp {

String x; Exp e; // λx.e
Exp accept(Visitor v) {

e = e.accept(v);
return v.visitAbs(this);

}
}
class Visitor {

Exp visitAbs(Abs a) {
return a;

}
}
class TypeChecker extends Visitor {

Exp visitAbs(Abs a) { ... }
}
class Emitter extends Visitor {

Exp visitAbs(Abs a) {
print(...); return a;

}
}
class Compiler {

void main() { ... }
Exp parse() { ... }

}

package pair extends base;

class Pair extends Exp {
Exp fst, snd;
Exp accept(Visitor v) {

fst.accept(v); snd.accept(v);
return v.visitPair(this);

}
}
class Visitor {

Exp visitPair(Pair p) { return p; }
}
class TypeChecker extends Visitor {

Exp visitPair(Pair p) { ... }
}
class TranslatePairs extends Visitor {

Exp visitPair(Pair p) {
return ...;

// (λx.λy.λ f . f x y) Jp.fstK Jp.sndK
}

}
class Compiler {

void main() {
Exp e = parse();
e.accept(new TypeChecker());
e = e.accept(new TranslatePairs());
e.accept(new Emitter());

}
Exp parse() { ... }

}

(a) Lambda calculus + pairs compilers

package sum extends base;

class Case extends Exp {
Exp test, ifLeft, ifRight; ...

}
class Visitor {

Exp visitCase(Case c) {
return c;

}
}
class TypeChecker extends Visitor

{ ... }
class TranslateSums extends Visitor

{ ... }
class Compiler {

void main() { ... }
Exp parse() { ... }

}

(b) Lambda calculus + sums compiler

package pair_and_sum extends pair & sum;

// Resolve conflicting versions of main
class Compiler {

void main() {
Exp e = parse();
e.accept(new TypeChecker());
e = e.accept(new TranslatePairs());
e = e.accept(new TranslateSums());
e.accept(new Emitter());

}
Exp parse() { ... }

}

(c) Conflict resolution

Figure 1. Compiler composition

because late binding of type names causes inherited methods to op-
erate automatically on data types further bound in the inheriting
context.

Type safety. Nested inheritance is also type-safe [35]. Dependent
classes ensure that extension code cannot use objects of the base
system or of other extensions as if they belonged to the extension,
which could cause run-time errors.

Modularity and scalability. Extensions are subclasses (or sub-
packages) and hence are modular. Extension is scalable for several
reasons; one important reason is that the name of every method,
field, and class provides a potential hook that can be used to extend
behavior and data representations.

Non-destructive extension. Nested inheritance does not affect
the base code, so it is a non-destructive extension mechanism,
unlike open classes [12] and aspects [27]. Therefore, base code
and extended code can be used together in the same system, which
is important in extensible compilers because the base language is
often used as a target language in an extended compiler.

The sixth requirement, composition of extensions, is discussed in
the next section.

2.3 Composition

To support composition of extensions, J& extends Jx with nested
intersection: New classes and packages may be constructed by
inheriting from multiple packages or classes; the class hierarchies
nested within the base namespaces are composed to achieve a
composition of their functionalities.

For two namespacesS andT, S&T is the intersectionof these
two namespaces. Nested intersection is a form of multiple inheri-
tance implemented usingintersection types[43, 13]:S&T inherits
from and is a subtype of bothSandT.

Nested intersection is most useful when composing related
packages or classes. When two namespaces that both extend a com-
mon base namespace are intersected, their common nested name-
spaces are themselves intersected: ifSandT contain nested name-
spacesS.C andT.C, the intersectionS&T contains(S&T).C, which
is equal toS.C&T.C.

Consider the lambda calculus compiler from Figure 1(a). Sup-
pose that we had also extended thebase package to asum package
implementing a compiler for the lambda calculus extended with
sum types. This compiler is shown in Figure 1(b).

The intersection packagepair & sum, shown in Fig-
ure 2, composes the two compilers, producing a com-
piler for the lambda calculus extended with both product
and sum types. Since bothpair and sum contain a class
Compiler, the new class (pair & sum).Compiler extends
both pair.Compiler and sum.Compiler. Because both
pair.Compiler andsum.Compiler define a methodmain, the
class (pair & sum).Compiler contains conflicting versions of
main. The conflict is resolved in Figure 1(c) by creating a new
derived packagepair and sum that overridesmain, defining the
order of compiler passes for the composed compiler. A similar
conflict occurs with theparse method.



3. Semantics of J&
This section gives an overview of the static and dynamic semantics
of J&. A formal presentation of the J& type system is omitted for
space but can be found in an associated technical report [37].

3.1 Dependent classes and prefix types

In most cases, J& code looks and behaves like Java code. However,
unqualified type names are really syntactic sugar for nested classes
of dependent classes and prefix types, introduced in Jx [35].

The dependent class p.class represents the run-time class of
the object referred to by thefinal access path p. A final access
path is either a final local variable, includingthis and final formal
parameters, or a field accessp.f, wherep is a final access path and
f is a final field ofp. In general, the class represented byp.class
is statically unknown, but fixed: for a particularp, all instances of
p.class have the same run-time class, and not a proper subclass,
as the object referred to byp.

The prefix type P[T] represents the enclosing namespace of
the class or interfaceT that is a subtype of the namespaceP.
It is required thatP be a non-dependent type: either a top-level
namespaceC or a namespace of the formP′.C. In typical useT
is a dependent class.P may be either a package or a class. Prefix
types provide an unambiguous way to name enclosing classes and
packages of a class without the overhead of storing references to
enclosing instances in each object, as is done in virtual classes.
Indeed, if the enclosing namespace is a package, there are no run-
time instances of the package that could be used for this purpose.

Late binding of types is provided by interpreting unqualified
names as members of the dependent classthis.class or of a pre-
fix type of this.class. The compiler resolves the nameC to the
typethis.class.C if the immediately enclosing class contains or
inherits a nested namespace namedC. Similarly, if an enclosing
namespaceP other than the immediately enclosing class contains
or inheritsC, the nameC resolves toP[this.class].C. Derived
namespaces of the enclosing namespace may further bind and re-
fine C. The version ofC selected is determined by the run-time
class ofthis.

For example, in Figure 1(a), the nameVisitor is sugar
for the typebase[this.class].Visitor. The dependent class
this.class represents the run-time class of the object referred to
by this. The prefix packagebase[this.class] is the enclos-
ing package ofthis.class that is a derived package ofbase.
Thus, if this is an instance of a class in the packagepair,
base[this.class] represents the packagepair.

Both dependent classes and prefixes of dependent classes are
exact types[5]: all instances of these types have the same run-time
class, but that class is statically unknown in general. Simple types
like base.Visitor are not exact since variables of this type may
contain instances of any subtype ofVisitor.

J& provides a form offamily polymorphism[17]. All types
indexed by a given dependent class—the dependent class itself,
its prefix types, and its nested classes—are members of afam-
ily of interacting classes and packages. By initializing a variable
with instances of different classes, the same code can refer to
classes in different families with different behaviors. In the con-
text of a given class, other classes and packages named using
this.class are in the same family as the actual run-time class
of this. In Figure 1(a),pair.Pair.accept’s formal parameterv
has typebase[this.class].Visitor. If this is apair.Pair,
base[this.class].Visitormust be apair.Visitor, ensuring
the call tovisitPair is permitted.

The type system ensures that types in different families (and
hence indexed by different access paths) cannot be confused with
each other accidentally: abase object cannot be used where apair
object is expected, for example. However, casts with run-time type

class A {
class B { }
void m() { }

}

class A1 extends A {
class B { }
class C { }
void m() { }
void p() { }

}

class A2 extends A {
class B { }
class C { }
void m() { }
void p() { }

}

abstract class D extends A1 & A2 { }

Figure 3. Multiple inheritance with name conflicts

checks allow an escape hatch that can enable wider code reuse.
Casting an object to a dependent classp.class checks that the
object has the same run-time class asp. This feature allows objects
indexed by different access paths to be explicit coerced into another
family of types.

Nested inheritance can operate at every level of the containment
hierarchy. Unlike with virtual classes [19], in J& a class nested
within one namespace can be subclassed by a class in a different
namespace. For example, suppose a collections libraryutil is
implemented in J& as a set of mutually dependent interoperating
classes. A user can extend the classutil.LinkedList to a class
MyList not nested withinutil. A consequence of this feature is
that a prefix typeP[T] may be defined even ifT is not directly
nested withinP or within a subtype ofP. When the current object
this is a MyList, the prefix typeutil[this.class] is well-
formed and refers to theutil package, even thoughMyList is not
a member class ofutil.

To ensure soundness, the typep.class is well-formed only ifp
is final. However, to improve expressiveness and to ease porting of
Java programs to J&, a non-final local variablex may beimplicitly
coercedto the typex.class under certain conditions. Whenx is
used as an actual argument of a method call, a constructor call, or
a new expression, or as the source of a field assignment, and ifx
is not assigned in the expression, then it can be implicitly coerced
to typex.class. Consider the following code fragment using the
classes of Figure 1(a):

base.Exp e = new pair.Pair();
e.accept(new base[e.class].TypeChecker());

In the call toaccept, e is never assigned and hence its run-time
class does not change between the timee is first evaluated and
method entry. Ife had been assigned, say to abase.Exp, thenew
expression would have allocated abase.TypeChecker and passed
it to pair.Pair.accept, leading to a run-time type error. Implicit
coercion is not performed for field paths, since it would require
reasoning about aliasing and is in general unsafe for multithreaded
programs.

3.2 Intersection types

Nested intersection of classes and packages in J& is provided in
the form of intersection types[43, 13]. An intersection typeS&T
inherits all members of its base namespacesSandT. With nested
intersection, the nested namespaces ofS and T are themselves
intersected.

To support composition of classes and packages inherited more
than once, J& providessharedmultiple inheritance: when a sub-
class (or subpackage) inherits from multiple base classes, the
new subclass may inherit the same superclass from more than
one immediate superclass; however, instances of the subclass will



not contain multiple subobjects for the common superclass. For
instance,pair and sum.Visitor in Figure 1(c) inherits from
base.Visitor only once, not twice through bothpair andsum.
Similarly, the packagepair and sum contains only oneVisitor
class, the composition ofpair.Visitor andsum.Visitor.

3.3 Name conflicts

Since an intersection class type does not have a class body in
the program text, its inherited members cannot be overridden by
the intersection itself; however, subclasses of the intersection may
override members.

When two namespaces declare members with the same name, a
name conflictmay occur in their intersection. How the conflict is
resolved depends on where the name was introduced and whether
the name refers to a nested class or to a method. If the name was
introduced in a common ancestor of the intersected namespaces,
members with that name are assumed to be semantically related.
Otherwise, the name is assumed to refer to distinct members that
coincidentally have the same name, but different semantics.

When two namespaces are intersected, their corresponding
nested namespaces are also intersected. In Figure 3, bothA1 and
A2 contain a nested classB inherited fromA. Since a common an-
cestor introducesB, the intersection typeA1&A2 contains a nested
class(A1&A2).B, which is equivalent toA1.B&A2.B. The subclass
D has an implicit nested classD.B, a subclass of(A1&A2).B.

On the other hand,A1 andA2 both declare independent nested
classesC. Even though these classes have the same name, they
are assumed to be unrelated. The class(A1 & A2).C is ambiguous.
In fact, A1 & A2 contains two nested classes namedC, one that
is a subclass ofA1.C and one a subclass ofA2.C. ClassD and
its subclasses can resolve the ambiguity by exploiting prefix type
notation:A1[D].C refers to theC from A1 andA2[D].C refers to
the C from A2. In A1, references to the unqualified nameC are
interpreted asA1[this.class].C. If this is an instance ofD,
these references refer to theA1.C. Similarly, references toC in A2
are interpreted asA2[this.class].C, and whenthis is aD, these
references refer toA2.C.

A similar situation occurs with the methodsA1.p and A2.p.
Again, D inherits both versions ofp. Callers ofD.p must resolve
the ambiguity by up-casting the receiver to specify which one of
the methods to invoke. This solution is also used for nonvirtual
“super” calls. If the superclass is an intersection type, the call may
be ambiguous. The ambiguity is resolved by up-casting the special
receiversuper to the desired superclass.

Finally, two or more intersected classes may declare methods
that override a method declared in a common base class. In this
case, illustrated by the methodm in Figure 3, the method in the
intersection typeA1&A2 is consideredabstract. Because it cannot
override the abstract method, the intersection is also abstract and
cannot be instantiated. Subclasses of the intersection type (D, in the
example), must overridem to resolve the conflict, or else also be
declared abstract.

3.4 Anonymous intersections

An instance of an intersection class typeA & B may be created by
explicitly invoking constructors of bothA andB:

new A() & B();

This intersection type isanonymous. As in Java, a class body
may also be specified in thenew expression, introducing a new
anonymous subclass ofA&B:

new A() & B() { ... };

class C { void n() { ... } }

class A1 {
class B1 extends C { }
class B2 extends C { }
void m() {

new A1[this.class].B1() & A1[this.class].B2();
}

}

class A2 extends A1 {
class B1 extends C { void n() { ... } }
class B2 extends C { void n() { ... } }
// now B1 & B2 conflict

}

Figure 4. Conflicts introduced by late binding

If A andB have a name conflict that causes their intersection to
be an abstract class, a class body must be provided to resolve the
conflict.

Further binding may also introduce name conflicts. For exam-
ple, in Figure 4,A1.B1 andA1.B2 do not conflict, butA2.B1 and
A2.B2 do conflict. Since the anonymous intersection inA1.m may
create an intersection of these two conflicting types, it should not be
allowed. Because the type being instantiated is statically unknown,
it is a compile-time error to instantiate an anonymous intersection
of two or more dependent types (either dependent classes or pre-
fixes of dependent classes); only anonymous intersections of non-
dependent, non-conflicting classes are allowed.

3.5 Prefix types and intersections

Unlike with virtual classes [19], it is possible in J& to extend
classes nested within other namespaces. Multiple nested classes or
a mix of top-level and nested classes may be extended, resulting
in an intersection of several types with different containers. This
flexibility is needed for effective code reuse but complicates the
definition of prefix types. Consider this example:

class A { class B { B m(); ... } }
class A1 extends A { class B { B x = m(); } }
class A2 extends A { class B { } }
class C extends A1.B & A2.B { }

As explained in Section 3.1, the unqualified nameB in the body
of classA.B is sugar for the typeA[this.class].B. The same
nameB in A1.B is sugar forA1[this.class].B. Since the method
m and other code inA.B may be executed whenthis refers to an
instance ofA1.B, these two references toB should resolve to the
same type; that is, it must be thatA[this.class] is equivalent to
A1[this.class]. This equivalence permits the assignment of the
result ofm() to x in A1.B. Similarly, the three typesA[C], A1[C],
andA2[C] should all be equivalent.

Prefix types ensure the desired type equivalence. Two typesP
andP′ are related by further bindingif they both contain nested
typesP.C andP′.C that are inherited from or further bind a common
typeP′′.C. We writeP∼ P′ for the symmetric, transitive closure of
this relation. In general, ifP∼ P′, thenP[T] andP′[T] should
be equivalent. The prefix typeP[T] is defined as the intersection
of all typesP′, whereP∼ P′ whereT has a supertype nested inP
and a supertype nested inP′. Using this definitionA, A1 andA2 are
all transitively related by further binding. Thus,A[C], A1[C], and
A2[C] are all equivalent toA1&A2.

Prefix types impose some restrictions on which types may be
intersected. If two classesT1 andT2 contain conflicting methods,



class A { A(int x); }
class B {

class C extends A { C(int x) { A(x+1); } }
}
class B1 extends B {

class C extends A { void m(); }
}
class B2 extends B { }

class C extends A { void p(); }
}
class D extends B1 & B2 { }

Figure 5. Constructors of a shared superclass

then their intersection is abstract, preventing the intersection from
being instantiated. IfT1 or T2 contain member classes, a prefix type
of a dependent class bounded by one of these member classes could
resolve to the intersectionT1&T2. To prevent these prefix types from
being instantiated, all member classes of an abstract intersection are
also abstract.

3.6 Constructors

Like Java, J& initializes objects using constructors. Since J& per-
mits allocation of instances of dependent types, the class being allo-
cated may not be statically known. Constructors in J& are inherited
and may be overridden like methods, allowing the programmer to
invoke a constructor of a statically known superclass of the class
being allocated.

When a class declares afinal field, it must ensure the field is
initialized. Since constructors are inherited from base classes that
are unaware of the new field, J& requires that if the field declaration
does not have an explicit initializer, all inherited constructors must
be overridden to initialize the field.

To ensure fields can be initialized to meaningful values, con-
structors are inherited only via induced inheritance, not via explicit
inheritance. That is, the classT ′.C inherits constructors fromT.C
when T is a supertype ofT ′, but not from other superclasses of
T ′.C. If a constructor were inherited from both explicit and induced
superclasses, then every class that adds afinal field would have
to override the defaultObject() constructor to initialize the field.
Since no values are passed into this constructor, the field may not
be able to be initialized meaningfully.

Since a dependent classp.class may represent any subclass of
p’s statically known type, a consequence of this restriction is that
p.class can only be explicitly instantiated ifp’s statically known
class isfinal; in this case, sincep.class is guaranteed to be equal
to thatfinal class, a constructor with the appropriate signature
exists. The restriction does not prevent nested classes of dependent
classes from being instantiated.

A constructor for a given class must explicitly invoke a con-
structor of its declared superclass. If the superclass is an intersec-
tion type, it must invoke a constructor of each class in the intersec-
tion. Because of multiple inheritance, superclass constructors are
invoked by explicitly naming them rather than by using thesuper
keyword as in Java. In Figure 5,B.C invokes the constructor of its
superclassA by name.

Because J& implements shared multiple inheritance, an inter-
section class may inherit more than one subclass of a shared super-
class. Invoking a shared superclass constructor more than once may
lead to inconsistent initialization offinal fields, possibly causing
a run-time type error if the fields are used in dependent classes.
There are two cases, depending on whether the intersection inherits
one invocation or more than one invocation of a shared constructor.

In the first case, if all calls to the shared superclass’s construc-
tor originate from the same call site, which is multiply inherited
into the intersection, then every call to the shared constructor will
pass it the same arguments. In this case, the programmer need do
nothing; the operational semantics of J& will ensure that the shared
constructor is invoked exactly once.

For example, in Figure 5, the implicit classD.C is a subclass of
B1.C&B2.C and shares the superclassA. SinceB1.C andB2.C both
inherit theirC(int) constructor fromB.C, both inherited construc-
tors invoke theA constructor with the same arguments. There is no
conflict and the compiler need only ensure that the constructor of
A is invoked exactly once, before the body ofD.C’s constructor is
executed. Similarly, if the programmer invokes:

new (B1 & B2).C(1);

there is only one call to theA(int) constructor and no conflict.
If, on the other hand, the intersection contains more than one

call site that invokes a constructor of the shared superclass, or of
the intersection itself is instantiated so that more than one construc-
tor is invoked, then the programmer must resolve the conflict by
specifying the arguments to pass to the constructor of the shared
superclass. The call sites inherited into the intersection willnot be
invoked. It is up to the programmer to ensure that the shared super-
class is initialized in a way that is consistent with how its subclasses
expect the object to be initialized.

In Figure 5, if one or both ofB1 andB2 were to override the
C(int) constructor, thenB1.C and B2.C would have different
constructors with the same signature. One of them might change
how theC constructor invokesA(int). To resolve the conflict,
D must further bindC to specify howC(int) should invoke the
constructor ofA. This behavior is similar to that of constructors of
shared virtual base classes in C++.

There would also be a conflict if the programmer were to in-
voke:

new B1.C(1) & B2.C(2);

The A(int) constructor would be invoked twice with different
arguments. Thus, this invocation is illegal; however, sinceB1.C &
B2.C is equivalent to(B1&B2).C, the intersection can be instantiated
using the latter type, as shown above.

3.7 Type substitution

Because types may depend on final access paths, type-checking
method calls requires substitution of the actual arguments for the
formal parameters. A method may have a formal parameter whose
type depends upon another parameter, includingthis. The actual
arguments must reflect this dependency. For example, the class
base.Abs in Figure 1 contains the following call:

v.visitAbs(thisA);

to a method ofbase.Visitor with the signature:

void visitAbs(base[thisV.class].Abs a);

For clarity, each occurrence ofthis has been labeled with
an abbreviation of its declared type. Since the formal type
base[thisV.class].Abs depends on the receiverthisV, the type
of the actual argumentthisA must depend on the receiverv.

The type checker substitutes the actual argument types for de-
pendent classes occurring in the formal parameter types. In this ex-
ample, the receiverv has the typebase[thisA.class].Visitor.
Substituting this type for thisV.class in the for-
mal parameter type base[thisV.class].Abs yields
base[base[thisA.class].Visitor].Abs, which is equiv-
alent tobase[thisA.class].Abs.

The type substitution semantics of J& generalize the original Jx
substitution rules [35] to increase expressive power. However, to



package pair;

class TgtExp = base.Exp;
class Rewriter {

TgtExp rewrite(Exp e)
{ ... }

}

package pair_and_sum
extends pair;

class TgtExp = pair.Exp;
class Rewriter {

TgtExp rewrite(Exp e)
{ ... }

}

Figure 6. Static virtual types

ensure soundness, some care must be taken. If the type ofv were
base.Visitor, thenv might refer at run time to apair.Visitor
while at the same timethisA refers to abase.Abs. Substitu-
tion of base.Visitor for thisV.class in the formal parameter
type would yieldbase[base.Visitor].Abs, which is equivalent
to base.Abs. Since the corresponding actual argument has type
base[thisA.class].Abs, which is a subtype ofbase.Abs, the
call would incorrectly be permitted, leading to a potential run-time
type error. The problem is that there is no guarantee that the run-
time classes ofthisA andv both have the same enclosingbase
package.

To remedy this problem, type substitution must satisfy the re-
quirement ofexactness preservation; that is, when substituting into
an exact type—a dependent class or a prefix of a dependent class—
the resulting type must also be exact. This ensures that the run-time
class or package represented by the type remains fixed. Substituting
the typebase[thisA.class].Visitor. for thisV.class is per-
mitted since bothbase[thisV.class] andbase[thisA.class]
are exact. However, substitutingbase.Visitor for thisV.class
is illegal sincebase is not exact; therefore, a call tovisitAbs
wherev is declared to be abase.Visitor is not permitted.

Implicit coercion of a non-final local variablex to dependent
classx.class, described in Section 3.1, enhances the expressive-
ness of J& when checking calls by enablingx.class to be substi-
tuted for a formal parameter orthis. Since this substitution pre-
serves exactness, the substitution is permitted. Ifx’s declared type
were substituted for the formal instead, exactness might not have
been preserved.

3.8 Static virtual types

Dependent classes and prefix types enable classes nested within
a given containment hierarchy of packages to refer to each other
without statically binding to a particular fixed package. This allows
derived packages to further bind a class while preserving its rela-
tionship to other classes in the package. It is often useful to refer to
other classesoutsidethe class’s containment hierarchy without stat-
ically binding to a particular fixed package. J& providesstatic vir-
tual typesto support this feature. Unlike virtual types in BETA [29],
a static virtual type is an attribute of an enclosing package or class
rather than of an enclosing object.

In Figure 6, the packagepair declares a static virtual
type TgtExp representing an expression of the target lan-
guage of a rewriting pass, in this case an expression from
the base compiler. Therewrite method takes an expression
with type pair[this.class].Exp and returns abase.Exp.
The pair and sum package extends thepair package and
further binds TgtExp to pair.Exp. A static virtual type can
be further bound to any subtype of the original bound. Be-
causepair and sum.TgtExp is bound topair.Exp, the method
pair and sum.Rewriter.rewritemust return apair.Exp, rather
than abase.Exp as inpair.Rewriter.rewrite.

With intersections, a static virtual type may be inherited from
more than one superclass. Consider the declarations in Figure 7.
ClassB1&B2 inheritsT from bothB1 andB2. The type(B1&B2).T

class A { }
class A1 extends A { }
class A2 extends A { }

class B { class T = A; }
class B1 extends B { class T = A1; }
class B2 extends B { class T = A2; }

Figure 7. Static virtual types example

must be a subtype of bothA1 andA2; thus,(B1&B2).T is bound to
A1&A2.

To enforce exactness preservation by type substitution, static
virtual types can be declaredexact. For a given container name-
spaceT, all members of theexact virtual typeT.C are of the same
fixed run-time class or package. Exact virtual types can be further
bound in a subtype of their container. For example, consider these
declarations:

class B { exact class T = A; }
class B2 extends B { exact class T = A2; }

The exact virtual typeB.T is equivalent to the dependent class
(new A).class; that is,B.T contains only instances with run-time
classA and not any subtype ofA. Similarly, B2.T is equivalent to
(new A2).class. If a variableb has declared typeB, then an
instance ofb.class.T may be either aA or a A2, depending on
the run-time class ofb.

3.9 Packages

J& supports inheritance of packages, including multiple inheri-
tance. In fact, the most convenient way to use nested inheritance is
usually at the package level, because large software is usually con-
tained inside packages, not classes. The semantics of prefix pack-
ages and intersection packages are similar to those of prefix and
intersection class types, described above. Since packages do not
have run-time instances, the only exact packages are prefixes of a
dependent class nested within the package, e.g.,pkg[x.class],
wherex is an instance of classpkg.C.

4. Composing compilers
Using the language features just described we can construct a
composable, extensible compiler. In this section, we sketch the
design of such a compiler. Most of the design described here was
used in our port to J& of the Polyglot compiler framework [36]
except where necessary to maintain backward compatibility with
the Java version of Polyglot.

The base package and packages nested within it contain
all compiler code for the base language: Java, in the Polyglot
framework. The nested packagesbase.ast, base.types, and
base.visit contain classes for AST nodes, types, and visitors
that implement compiler passes, respectively. All AST nodes are
subclasses ofbase.ast.Node; most compiler passes are imple-
mented as subclasses ofbase.visit.Visitor.

4.1 Orthogonal extension

Scalable, orthogonal extension of the base compiler with new data
types and new operations is achieved through nested inheritance. To
extend the compiler with new syntax, thebase package is extended
and new subclasses ofNode can be added to theast package.
New passes can be added to the compiler by creating newVisitor
subclasses.

Because the Visitor design pattern [21] is used to imple-
ment compiler passes, when a new AST node class is added
to an extension’sast package, avisit method for the class
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Figure 8. AST transformation

must be added to the extension’svisit.Visitor class. Be-
cause the classes implementing the compiler passes extend
base[this.class].visit.Visitor, thisvisit method is inher-
ited by allVisitor subclasses in the extension. Visitor classes in
the framework can transform the AST by returning new AST nodes.
The Visitor class implements default behavior for thevisit
method by simply returning the node passed to it, thus implement-
ing an identity transformation. Visitors for passes affected by the
new syntax can be overridden to support it.

4.2 Composition

Independent compiler extensions can be composed using nested in-
tersection with minimal effort. If the two compiler extensions are
orthogonal, as for example with the product and sum type com-
pilers of Section 2.3, then composing the extensions is trivial: the
main method needs to be overridden in the composing extension
to specify the order in which passes inherited from the composed
extensions should run.

If the language extensions have conflicting semantics, this will
often manifest as a name conflict when intersecting the classes
within the two compilers. These name conflicts must be resolved to
be able to instantiate the composed compiler, forcing the compiler
developer to reconcile the conflicting language semantics.

It is undecidable to determine precisely whether two programs,
including compilers, have conflicting semantics that prevent their
composition. Several conservative algorithms based on program
slicing have been proposed for integrating programs [23, 2, 31].
These algorithms detect when two procedures are semantically
compatible, ornoninterfering. Interprocedural program integra-
tion [2] requires the whole program and it is unclear whether the
algorithm can scale up to large programs. Formal specification of-
fers a way to more precisely determine if two programs have se-
mantic conflicts.

4.3 Extensible rewriters

One challenge for building an extensible compiler is to implement
transformations between different program representations. In Fig-
ure 1, for example, a compiler pass transforms expressions with
pairs into lambda calculus expressions. For a given transformation
between two representations, compiler extensions need to be able
to scalably and modularly extend both the source and target repre-
sentations and the transformation itself. However, if the extensions
to the source and target representations do not interact with a trans-
formation, it should not be necessary to change the transformation.

Consider an abstract syntax tree (AST) node representing a bi-
nary operation. As illustrated in Figure 8, most compiler transfor-
mations for this kind of node would recursively transform the two
child nodes representing the operands, then invoke pass-specific
code to transform the binary operation node itself, in general con-
structing a new node using the new children. This generic code can
be shared by many passes.

However, code for a given base compiler transformation might
not be aware of the particular extended AST form used by a given
compiler extension. The extension may have added new children to
the node in the source representation of which the transformation is

unaware. It is therefore hard to write a reusable compiler pass; the
pass may fail to transform all the node’s children or attributes.

In the pair compiler of Figure 1, theTranslatePairs pass
transformspair AST nodes intobase AST nodes. If this compiler
pass is reused in a compiler in which expressions have, say, addi-
tional type annotations, the source and target languages node will
have children for these additional annotations, but the pass will not
be aware of them and will fail to transform them.

Static virtual types (Section 3.8) are used to make a pass aware
of any new children added by extensions of the source language,
while preserving modularity. The solution is for the compiler to
explicitly represent nodes in the intermediate form as trees with
a root in the source language but children in the target language,
corresponding to the middle tree of Figure 8. This design is shown
in Figure 9. In the example of Figure 1, this can be done by creating,
for both the source (i.e.,pair) and target (i.e.,base) language,
packagesast struct defining just the structure of each AST
node. Theast struct packages are then extended to createast
packages for the actual AST nodes. Finally, a package is created
inside each visitor classfor the intermediate form nodes of that
visitor’s specific source and target language.

In the ast struct package, children of each AST node re-
side in achild virtual package. Theast package extends the
ast struct package and further bindschild to theast package
itself; the node classes inast have children in the same package as
their parent.

TheVisitor.tmp package also extends theast struct pack-
age, but further bindschild to thetarget package, which repre-
sents the target language of the visitor transformation. AST node
classes in thetmp package have children in thetarget package,
but parent nodes are in thetmp package; sincetmp is a subpack-
age ofast struct, nodes in this package have the same structure
as nodes in the visitor’s siblingast struct package. Thus, if the
ast struct package is overridden to add new children to an AST
node class, the intermediate nodes in thetmp package will also
contain those children.

Both thechild andtarget virtual packages are declared to
beexact. This ensures that the children of atmp node are in the
target package itself (in this casebase.ast) and not a derived
package of the target (e.g.,pair.ast).

5. Implementation
We implemented the J& compiler in Java using the Polyglot frame-
work [36]. The compiler is a 2700-LOC (lines of code, excluding
blank and comment lines) extension of the Jx compiler [35], itself
a 22-kLOC extension of the Polyglot base Java compiler.

J& is implemented as a translation to Java. The amount of
code produced by the translation is proportional to the size of
the source code. The translation does not duplicate code to imple-
ment inheritance. Class declarations are generated only forexplicit
classes, those classes (and interfaces) declared in the source pro-
gram. Classes inherited from another namespace but not further
bound are calledimplicit classes. Data structures for method dis-
patching and run-time type discrimination for implicit classes and
intersection types are constructed on demand at run time.

5.1 Translating classes

Each explicit J& class is translated into four Java classes: an in-
stance class, a subobject class, a class class, and a method interface.
Figure 10 shows a simplified fragment of the translation of the code
in Figure 1. Several optimizations discussed below are not shown.

At run time, each instance of a J& classT is represented as an
instance ofT ’s instance class,IC(T). Each explicit class has its
own instance class. The instance class of an implicit class or inter-
section class is the instance class of one of its explicit superclasses.



package base.ast_struct;

exact package child = ast_struct;
abstract class Exp { }
class Abs extends Exp {

String x; child.Exp e;
}

package base.ast extends ast_struct;

exact package child
= base.ast[this.class];

abstract class Exp {
abstract v.class.target.Exp

accept(Visitor v);
void childrenExp(Visitor v,

v.class.tmp.Exp t) {
}

}

package base;

class Visitor {
// source language
// = base[this.class].ast
// target language
// <= base.ast;
exact package target = base.ast;
package tmp extends ast_struct {

exact package child = target;
}
...

}

Figure 9. Extensible rewriting example

An instance ofIC(T) contains a reference to an instance of theclass
classof T, CC(T). The class class contains method and construc-
tor implementations, static fields, and type information needed to
implementinstanceof, prefix types, and type selection from de-
pendent classes. If J& were implemented natively or had virtual
machine support, rather than being translated to Java, then the ref-
erence toCC(T) could be implemented more efficiently as part of
IC(T)’s method dispatch table. All instance classes implement the
interfaceJetInst.

Subobject classes and field accesses.Each instance ofIC(T)
contains asubobjectfor each explicit superclass ofT, including
T itself if it is explicit. The subobject class for a superclassT ′ con-
tains all instance fields declared inT ′; it does not contain fields
inherited intoT ′. The instance class maintains a map from each ex-
plicit superclass ofT to the subobject for that superclass. The static
view method in the subobject class implements the map lookup
function for that particular subobject. If J& were implemented na-
tively, the subobjects could be inlined into the instance class and
implemented more efficiently.

To get or set a field of an object, theview method is used to
lookup the subobject for the superclass that declared the field. The
field can then be accessed directly from the subobject. Theview
method could be inlined at each field access, but this would make
the generated code more difficult to read and debug.

Class classes and method dispatch.For each J& class, there is a
singleton class class object that is instantiated when the class is first
used. A class class declaration is created for each explicit J& class.
For an implicit or intersection classT, CC(T) is the runtime system
classJetClass; the instance ofJetClass contains a reference to
the class class object of each immediate superclass ofT.

The class class provides functions for accessing run-time type
information to implementinstanceof and casts, for constructing
instances of the class, and for accessing the class class object of
prefix types and member types, including static virtual types. The
code generated for expressions that dispatch on a dependent class (a
new x.class() expression, for example) evaluates the dependent
class’s access path (i.e.,x) and uses the methodjetGetClass()
to locate the class class object for the type.

All methods, including static methods, are translated to instance
methods of the class class. This allows static methods to be invoked
on dependent types, where the actual run-time class is statically
unknown. Nonvirtualsuper calls are implemented by invoking the
method in the appropriate class class instance.

Each method has an interface nested in themethod interface
of the J& class that first introduced the method. The class class
implements the corresponding interfaces for all methods it declares
or overrides. The class class of the J& class that introduces a
methodm also contains a methodm$disp, responsible for method
dispatching. The receiver and method arguments as well as a class

package base;

// method interfaces for Exp
interface Exp$methods {

interface Accept
{ JetInst accept(JetInst self, JetInst v); }

}

// class class of Exp
class Exp$class implements Exp$methods.Accept {

JetInst accept(JetInst self, JetInst v)
{ /* cannot happen */ }

static JetInst accept$disp(JetClass c, JetInst self,
JetInst v) {

JetClass r = ... // find the class class with the
// most specific implementation

return ((Exp$methods.Accept)r).accept(self, v);
}
...

}

// class class of Abs
class Abs$class implements Exp$methods.Accept {

JetInst accept(JetInst self, JetInst v) {
Abs$ext.view(self).e =

Exp$class.accept$disp(null, Abs$ext.view(self).e, v);
return Visitor$class.visitAbs$disp(null, v, self);

}
...

}

// instance class of Abs
class Abs implements JetInst {

JetSubobjectMap extMap; // subobject map
JetClass jetGetClass()

{ /* get the class class instance */ }
...

}

// subobject class of Abs
class Abs$ext {

String x; JetInst e;
static Abs$ext view(JetInst self) {

// find the subobject for Abs in self.extMap
}

}

...

Figure 10. Fragment of translation of code in Figure 1



class are passed into the dispatch method. The class class argument
is used to implement nonvirtualsuper calls; for virtual calls,null
is passed in and the receiver’s class class is used.

Single-method interfaces allow us to generate code only for
those methods that appear in the corresponding J& class. An alter-
native, an interface containing all methods declared for each class,
would require class classes to implement trampoline methods to
dispatch methods they inherit but do not override, greatly increas-
ing the size of the generated code.

Each virtual method call is translated into a call to the dispatch
method, which does a lookup to find the class class of the most
specific implementation. The class class object is cast to the ap-
propriate method interface and then the method implementation is
invoked.

As shown in Figure 10, all references to J& objects are of type
JetInst. The translation mangles method names to handle over-
loading. Name mangling is not shown in Figure 10 for readability.

Allocation. A factory method in the class class is generated for
each constructor in the source class. The factory method for a J&
classT first creates an instance of the appropriate instance class,
and then initializes the subobject map forT ’s explicit superclasses,
includingT itself. Because constructors in J& can be inherited and
overridden, constructors are dispatched similarly to methods.

Initialization code in constructors and initializers are factored
out into initialization methods in the class class and are invoked
by the factory method. A super constructor call is translated into a
call to the appropriate initialization method of the superclass’s class
class.

5.2 Translating packages

To support package inheritance and composition, a packagep is
represented as apackage class, analogous to a class class. The
package class provides type information about the package at run
time and access to the class class or package class instances of its
member types. The package class ofp is a member of package
p. Since packages cannot be instantiated and contain no methods,
package classes have no analogue to instance classes, subobject
classes, or method interfaces.

5.3 Java compatibility

To leverage existing software and libraries, J& classes can inherit
from Java classes. The compiler ensures that every J& class has
exactly one most specific Java superclass. When the J& class is
instantiated, there is only onesuper constructor call to some con-
structor of this Java superclass.

In the translated code, the instance classIC(T) is a subclass of
the most specific Java superclass ofT. When assigning into a vari-
able or parameter that expects a Java class or interface, the instance
of IC(T) can be used directly. A cast may need to be inserted be-
cause references toIC(T) are of typeJetInst, which may not be
a subtype of the expected Java type; these inserted casts always
succeed. The instance class also overrides methods inherited from
Java superclasses to dispatch through the appropriate class class
dispatch method.

5.4 Optimizations

One problem with the translation described above is that a single
J& object is represented by multiple objects at run time: an instance
class object and several subobjects. This slows down allocation and
garbage collection.

A simple optimization is to not create subobjects for J& classes
that do not introduce instance fields. The instance class of explicit
J& class T can inline the subobjects intoIC(T). Thus, at run
time, an instance of an explicit J& class can be represented by

a single object; an instance of an implicit class or intersection
class is represented by an instance class object and subobjects for
superclasses not merged into the instance class object. We expect
this optimization to greatly improve efficiency.

6. Experience
6.1 Polyglot

Following the approach described in Section 4, we ported the Poly-
glot compiler framework and several Polyglot-based extensions,
all written in Java, to J&. The Polyglot base compiler is a 31.9
kLOC program that performs semantic checking on Java source
code and outputs equivalent Java source code. Special design pat-
terns make Polyglot highly extensible [35]; more than a dozen re-
search projects have used Polyglot to implement various extensions
to Java (e.g., JPred [34], JMatch [28], as well as Jx and J&). For this
work we ported six extensions ranging in size from 200 to 3000
LOC.

The extensions are summarized in Table 1. The parsers for the
base compiler, extensions, and compositions were generated from
CUP [24] or Polyglot parser generator (PPG) [36] grammar files.
Because PPG supports only single grammar inheritance, grammars
were composed manually, and line counts do not include parser
code.

The port of the base compiler was our first attempt to port a large
program to J&, and was completed by one of the authors within a
few days, excluding time to fix bugs in the J& compiler. Porting
of each of the extensions took from one hour to a few days. Much
of the porting effort could be automated, with most files requiring
only modification ofimport statements, as described below in
Section 6.3.

The ported base compiler is 28.0 kLOC. The code becomes
shorter because it eliminates factory methods and other extension
patterns which were needed to make the Java version extensible, but
which are not needed in J&. We eliminated only extension patterns
that were obviously unnecessary, and could remove additional code
with more effort.

The number of type downcasts in each compiler extension is
reduced in J&. For example,coffer went from 192 to 102 down-
casts. The reduction is due to (1) use of dependent types, obviating
the need for casts to access methods and fields introduced in ex-
tensions, and (2) removal of old extension pattern code. Receivers
of calls to conflicting methods sometimes needed to be upcast to
resolve the ambiguities; there are 19 such upcasts in the port of
coffer.

Table 2 shows lines of code needed to compose each pair of
extensions, producing working compilers that implemented a com-
posed language. Theparam extension was not composed because it
is anabstract extensioncontaining infrastructure for parameterized
types; however,coffer extends theparam extension.

The data show that all the compositions can be implemented
with very little code; further, most added code straightforwardly
resolves trivial name conflicts, such as between the methods that re-
turn the name and version of the compiler. Only three of ten compo-
sitions (coffer & pao, coffer & covarRet, andpao & covarRet)
required resolution of nontrivial conflicts, for example, resolving
conflicting code for checking method overrides. The code to re-
solve these conflicts is no more 10 lines in each case.

6.2 Pastry

We also ported the FreePastry peer-to-peer framework [44] version
1.2 to J& and composed a few Pastry applications. The sizes of
the original and ported Pastry extensions are shown in Table 3.
Excluding bundled applications, FreePastry is 7.1 kLOC.



Name Extends Java 1.4 . . . LOC original LOC ported % original
polyglot with nothing 31888 27984 87.8
param with infrastructure for parameterized

types
513 540 105.3

coffer with resource management facilities
similar to Vault [14]

2965 2642 89.1

j0 with pedagogical features 679 436 64.2
pao to treat primitives as objects 415 347 83.6
carray with constant arrays 217 122 56.2
covarRet to allow covariant method return types 228 214 93.9

Table 1. Ported Polyglot extensions

j0 pao carray covarRet
coffer 63 86 34 66

j0 46 34 37
pao 34 53

carray 31

Table 2. Polyglot composition results: lines of code

Host nodes in Pastry exchange messages that can be handled
in an application-specific manner. In FreePastry, network mes-
sage dispatching is implemented withinstanceof statements and
casts. We changed this code to use more straightforward method
dispatch instead, thus making dispatch extensible and eliminating
several downcasts. Messages are dispatched to several protocol-
specific handlers. For example, there is a handler for the routing
protocol, another for the join protocol, and others for any appli-
cations built on top of the framework. The Pastry framework al-
lows applications to choose to use one of three different messaging
layer implementations: an RMI layer, a wire layer that uses sock-
ets or datagrams, and an in-memory layer in which nodes of the
distributed system are simulated in a single JVM. Family polymor-
phism enforced by the J& type system statically ensures that mes-
sages associated with a given handler are not delivered to another
handler and that objects associated with a given transport layer are
not used by code for a different layer implementation.

Pastry implements a distributed hash table. Beehive and PC-
Pastry extend Pastry with caching functionality [41]. PC-Pastry
uses a simple passive caching algorithm, where lookups are cached
on nodes along the route from the requesting node to a node con-
taining a value for the key. Beehive actively replicates objects
throughout the network according to their popularity. We intro-
duced a packagecache containing functionality in common be-
tween Beehive and PC-Pastry; the CorONA RSS feed aggregation
service [40] was modified to extend thecache package rather than
Beehive.

Using nested intersection, the modified CorONA was composed
first with Beehive, and then with PC-Pastry, creating two appli-
cations providing the CorONA RSS aggregation service but using
different caching algorithms. Each composition of CorONA and a
caching extension contains a singlemain method and some con-
figuration constants to initialize the cache manager data structures.
The CorONA–Beehive composition also overrides some CorONA
message handlers to keep track of each cached object’s popularity.
We also implemented and composed test drivers for the CorONA
extension, but line counts for these are not included since the orig-
inal Java code did not include them.

The J& code for FreePastry is 7.4 kLOC, 300 lines longer than
the original Java code. The additional code consists primarily of
interfaces introduced to implement network message dispatching.

Name LOC original LOC ported
Pastry 7082 7363
Beehive 3686 3634
PC-Pastry 695 630
CorONA 626 591
cache N/A 140
CorONA–Beehive N/A 68
CorONA–PC-Pastry N/A 28

Table 3. Ported Pastry extensions and compositions

The Pastry extensions had similar message dispatching overhead;
since code in common between Beehive and PC-Pastry was fac-
tored out into thecache extension, the size of the ported extensions
is smaller. The size reduction in CorONA is partially attributable to
moving code from the CorONA extension to the CorONA–Beehive
composition.

6.3 Porting Java to J&

Porting Java code to J& was usually straightforward, but certain
common issues are worth discussing.

Type names. In J&, unqualified type names are syntactic sugar
for members ofthis.class or a prefix of this.class, e.g.,
Visitor might be sugar forbase[this.class].Visitor. In
Java, unqualified type names are sugar for fully qualified names;
thus,Visitor would resolve tobase.Visitor. To take full ad-
vantage of the extensibility provided by J&, fully qualified type
names sometimes must be changed to be only partially qualified.

In particular,import statements in most compilation units are
rewritten to allow names of other classes to resolve to depen-
dent types. For example, in Polyglot the import statementimport
polyglot.ast.*; was changed toimport ast.*; so that im-
ported classes resolve to classes inpolyglot[this.class].ast
rather than inpolyglot.ast.

Final access paths. To make some expressions pass the type
checker, it was necessary to declare some variables final so they
could used in dependent classes. In many cases, non-final access
paths used in method calls could be coerced automatically by the
compiler, as described in Section 3.1. However, non-final field
accesses are not coerced automatically because the field might
be updated (possibly by another thread) between evaluation and
method entry. The common workaround is to save non-final fields
in a final local variable and then to use that variable in the call.

This issue was not as problematic as originally expected. In fact,
in 30 kLOC of ported Polyglot code, only three such calls needed
to be modified. In most other cases, the actual method receiver type
was of the formP[p.class].Q and the formal parameter types
were of the formP[this.class].R. Even if an actual argument



were updated between its evaluation and method entry, the type
system ensures its new value is a class enclosed by the same run-
time namespaceP[p.class] as the receiver, which guarantees that
the call is safe.

Path aliasing. The port of Pastry and its extensions
made more extensive use of field-dependent classes (e.g.,
this.thePastryNode.class) than the Polyglot port. Several
casts needed to be inserted in the J& code for Pastry to allow a type
dependent upon one access path to be coerced to a type dependent
upon another path. Often, the two paths refer to the same object,
ensuring the cast will always succeed. A simple local alias analysis
would eliminate the need for many of these casts.

7. Related work
There has been great interest in the past several years in mech-
anisms for providing greater extensibility in object-oriented lan-
guages. Nested intersection uses ideas from many of these other
mechanisms to create a powerful and relatively transparent mecha-
nism for code reuse.

Virtual classes. Nested classes in J& are similar to virtual
classes [29, 30, 25, 19]. Virtual classes were originally developed
for the language BETA [29, 30], primarily for generic program-
ming rather than for extensibility.

Although virtual classes in BETA are not statically type safe,
Ernst’s generalized BETA (gbeta) language [15, 16] uses path-
dependent types, similar to dependent classes in J&, to ensure static
type safety. Type-safe virtual classes using path-dependent types
were formalized by Ernst et al. in thevccalculus [19].

A key difference between J&’s nested classes and virtual classes
is that virtual classes are attributes of an object, called the enclosing
instance, rather than attributes of a class. Virtual classes may only
have one enclosing instance. For this reason, a virtual class can
extend only other classes nested within the same object; it may
not extend a more deeply nested virtual class. This can limit the
ability to extend components of a larger system. Because it is
unique, the enclosing instance of a virtual class can be referred
to unambiguously with anout path: this.out is the enclosing
instance ofthis’s class. In contrast, J& uses prefix types to refer
to enclosing classes.

Both J& and gbeta provide virtual superclasses, the ability to
late-bind a supertype declaration. When the containing namespace
of a set of classes is extended via inheritance, the derived name-
space replicates the class hierarchy of the original namespace,
forming ahigher-order hierarchy[18]. Because virtual classes are
contained in an object rather than in a class, there is no subtyping
relationship between classes in the original hierarchy and further
bound classes in the derived hierarchy, as there is in J&.

The gbeta language supports multiple inheritance. As in J&,
commonly named virtual classes inherited into a class are them-
selves composed [16]. However, multiple inheritance is limited to
other classes nested within the same enclosing instance.

Virtual classes in gbeta support family polymorphism [17]: two
virtual classes enclosed by distinct objects cannot be statically con-
fused. When a containing namespace is extended, family polymor-
phism ensures the static type safety of the classes in the derived
family by preventing it from treating classes belonging to the base
family as if they belonged to the extension. In gbeta, each object de-
fines a family of classes: the collection of mutually dependent vir-
tual classes immediately nested within it. Because nested classes in
J& are attributes of their enclosing class, rather than an enclosing
object, J& supports what Clarke et al. [11] callclass-based fam-
ily polymorphism. With virtual classes, all members of the fam-
ily are named from a single “family object”, which must be made
accessible throughout the system. Moreover, only nested classes

of the family object are part of the family. In contrast, with class-
based family polymorphism, each dependent class defines a family
of classes nested within and also enclosing. By using prefix types,
any instance of a class in the family can be used to name the family,
not just a single family object.

Tribe [11] is another language that provides a variant of virtual
classes. By treating a final access pathp as a type, nested classes
in Tribe can be considered attributes of an enclosing class as in Jx
and J& or as attributes of an enclosing instance as in BETA and
its derivatives. This flexibility allows a further bound class to be a
subtype of the class it overrides, like in J& but unlike with virtual
classes. Tribe also supports multiple inheritance. However, super-
classes of a Tribe class must be nested within the same enclosing
class, limiting extensibility. This restriction allows the enclosing
type to be named using anowner attribute:T.owner is the enclos-
ing class ofT.

Concord [26] also provides a type-safe variant of virtual classes.
In Concord, mutually dependent classes are organized intogroups,
which can be extended via inheritance. References to other classes
within a group are made using types dependent on the current
group,MyGrp, similarly to how prefix types are used in J&. Rel-
ative supertype declarations provide functionality similar to virtual
superclasses. Groups in Concord cannot be nested, nor can groups
be multiply inherited.

Multiple inheritance. J& provides multiple inheritance through
nested intersection. Intersection types were introduced by Reynolds
in the language Forsythe [43] and were used by Compagnoni and
Pierce to model multiple inheritance [13]. Cardelli [9] presents a
formal semantics of multiple inheritance.

The distinction between name conflicts among methods intro-
duced in a common base class and among methods introduced in-
dependently with possibly different semantics was made as early as
1982 by Borning and Ingalls [3]. Many languages, such as C++ [47]
and Self [10], treat all name conflicts as ambiguities to be resolved
by the caller. Some languages [32, 4, 45] allow methods to be re-
named or aliased.

A mixin [4, 20], also known as anabstract subclass, is a class
parameterized on its superclass. Mixins are able to provide uniform
extensions, such as adding new fields or methods, to a large number
of classes. Mixins can be simulated using explicit multiple inheri-
tance. J& also provides additional mixin-like functionality through
virtual superclasses.

Since mixins are composed linearly, a class may not be able to
access a member of a given super-mixin because the member is
overridden by another mixin. Explicit multiple inheritance imposes
no ordering on composition of superclasses.

Traits [45] are collections of abstract and non-abstract methods
that may be composed with state to form classes. Since traits do not
have fields, many of the issues introduced by multiple inheritance
(for example, whether to duplicate code inherited through more
than one base trait) are avoided. The code reuse provided by traits is
largely orthogonal to that provided by nested inheritance and could
be integrated into J&.

Scala Scala [38] is another language that supports scalable exten-
sibility and family polymorphism through a statically safe virtual
type mechanism based on path-dependent types. However, Scala’s
path-dependent typep.type is a singleton type containing only the
value named by access pathp; in J&, p.class is not a single-
ton. For instance,new x.class(...) creates a new object of type
x.class distinct from the object referred to byx. This difference
gives J& more flexibility, while preserving type soundness. Scala
provides virtual types, but not virtual classes. It has no analogue to
prefix types, nor does it provide virtual superclasses, limiting the
scalability of its extension mechanisms. Scala supports composi-



tion using traits. Since traits do not have fields, new state cannot be
easily added into an existing class hierarchy.

Self types and matching. Bruce et al. [7, 5] introducematching
as an alternative to subtyping, with aself type, or MyType, rep-
resenting the type of the method’s receiver. The dependent class
this.class is similar but represents only the class referred to by
this and not its subclasses. Type systems withMyType decouple
subtyping and subclassing; in PolyTOIL and LOOM, a subclass
matchesits base class but is not a subtype. With nested inheritance,
subclasses are subtypes. Bruce and Vanderwaart [8, 6] proposetype
groupsas a means to aggregate and extend mutually dependent
classes, similarly to Concord’s group construct, but using match-
ing rather than subtyping.

Open classes and expanders.An open class[12] is a class to
which new methods can be added without needing to edit the
class directly, or recompile code that depends on the class. Nested
inheritance provides similar functionality through class overriding
in an extended container. Nested inheritance provides additional
extensibility that open classes do not, such as the “virtual” behavior
of constructors, and the ability to extend an existing class with new
fields that are automatically inherited by its subclasses.

Similar to open classes,expanders[50] are a mechanism for
extending existing classes. They address the limitations of open
classes by enabling classes to be updated not only with new meth-
ods, but also with new fields and superinterfaces. Expanders do not
change the behavior of existing clients of extended classes. Exist-
ing classes are extended with new state using wrapper objects. One
limitation of this approach is that object identity is not preserved,
which may cause run-time type checks to return incorrect results.

Classboxes. A classbox[1] is a module-based reuse mechanism.
Classes defined in one classbox may be imported into another
classbox and refined to create a subclass of the imported class.
By dispatching based on a dynamically chosen classbox, names
of types and methods occurring in imported code are late bound to
refined versions of those types and methods. This feature provides
similar functionality to the late binding of types provided bythis-
dependent classes and prefix types in J&.

Since reuse is based on import of classboxes rather than inher-
itance, classboxes do not support multiple inheritance, but they do
allow multiple imports. When two classboxes that both refine the
same class are imported, the classes are not composed like in J&.
Instead, one of the classes is chosen over the other.

Class hierarchy composition. Ossher and Harrison [39] propose
an approach in which extensions of a class hierarchy are written
in separate sparse extension hierarchies containing only new func-
tionality. Extension hierarchies can be merged and naming conflicts
detected. However, semantic incompatibilities between extension
hierarchies are not detected. Unlike with nested intersection, hier-
archies do not nest and there is no subtyping relationship between
classes in different hierarchies.

Tarr et al. [48] define a specification language for composing
class hierarchies. Rules specify how to merge “concepts” in the
hierarchies. Nested intersection supports composition with a rule
analogous to merging concepts by name.

Snelting and Tip [46] present an algorithm for composing class
hierarchies and a semantic interference criterion. If the hierarchies
are interference-free, the composed system preserves the original
behavior of classes in the hierarchies. J& reports a conflict if com-
posed class hierarchies have astatic interference, but makes no ef-
fort to detect dynamic interference.

Aspect-oriented programming. Aspect-oriented programming
(AOP) [27] is concerned with the management ofaspects, func-
tionality that cuts across modular boundaries. Nested inheritance

provides aspect-like extensibility; an extension of a container may
implement functionality that cuts across the class boundaries of the
nested classes. Aspects modify existing class hierarchies, whereas
nested inheritance creates a new class hierarchy, allowing the new
hierarchy to be used alongside the old. Caesar [33] is an aspect-
oriented language that also supports family polymorphism, permit-
ting application of aspects to mutually recursive nested types.

8. Conclusions
This paper introduces nested intersection and shows that it is an
effective language mechanism for extending and composing large
bodies of software. Extension and composition are scalable because
new code needs to be written only to implement new functionality
or to resolve conflicts between composed classes and packages.
Novel features like static virtual types offer important expressive
power.

Nested intersection has been implemented in an extension of
Java called J&. Using J&, we implemented a compiler framework
for Java, and showed that different domain-specific compiler exten-
sions can easily be composed, resulting in a way to construct com-
pilers by choosing from available language implementation com-
ponents. We demonstrated the utility of nested intersection outside
the compiler domain by porting the FreePastry peer-to-peer system
to J&. The effort required to port Java programs to J& is not large.
Ported programs were smaller, required fewer type casts, and sup-
ported more extensibility and composability.

We have informally described here the static and dynamic se-
mantics of J&. A formal treatment with a proof of soundness can
be found in an associated technical report [37].

Nested intersection is a powerful and convenient mechanism for
building highly extensible software. We expect it to be useful for a
wide variety of applications.
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programs Pr ::= 〈L,e〉
class declarations L ::= classC extends T {L F M}
field declarations F ::= [final] T f = e
method declarations M ::= T m(T x) {e}
types T ::= ◦ | T.C | p.class | P[T] | &T
non-dependent types S ::= ◦ | S.C | P[S] | &S
classes P ::= ◦ | P.C
values v ::= null | `
access paths p ::= v | x | p. f
expressions e ::= v | x | e. f | e0. f = e1

| e0.m(e) | new T( f = e) | e1; e2
typing environments Γ ::= /0 | Γ,x:T | Γ, ` :S | Γ, p1 = p2

Figure 11. Grammar

A. Formal semantics
This section presents a formal semantics for the core J& type system and sketches a soundness proof for the semantics. To reduce complexity,
several features including package inheritance, constructors, and static virtual types are not modeled in the semantics.

A grammar for the calculus is shown in Figure 11. Throughout the semantics, we use the notationa for the lista1, . . . ,an for n≥ 0. The
length ofa is written #(a), and the empty list is writtennil. We write{a} for the set containing the members of the lista. A term with a list
subterm should be interpreted as a list of terms; for example,f = eshould be readf1 = e1, . . . , fn = en.

ProgramsPr consist of a list of class declarationsL and a “main” expressione. To avoid cluttering the semantics, we assume a fixed
programPr; all inference rules are implicitly parameterized onPr. A class declarationL contains a class nameC, a superclass declaration
T, member classesL, fieldsF , and methodsM. A field declarationF may be final or non-final and consists of a type, field name, and default
initializer expression. MethodsM have a return type, formal parameters, and a method body; all formal parameters are final.

Following Tribe [11], all classes are nested within a single top-level class◦. TypesT are either the top-level class◦, nested classesT.C,
dependent classesp.class, prefix typesP[T], or intersection types&T. The intersection type&T can be readT1& · · ·&Tn. A nested class◦.C
of the top-level class may be abbreviatedC. Non-dependent types are writtenSand class names are writtenP. In the calculus, the prefix type
P[T] is well-formed only if some supertype ofT is immediately enclosed by a subclass ofP. More general prefix types can be constructed
by desugaring to this form: for example, ifc has typeA.B.C, thenA[c.class] desugars toA[A.B[c.class]].

A value is eithernull or a locatioǹ , which maps to an object on the heap of typeS. A final access pathp is either a value, a parameterx,
or a final field accessp. f . Expressions are values, parametersx, field accesses, field assignments, calls, allocation expressions, or sequences.
Constructors are not modeled in the semantics; instead, anew expression may explicitly initialize fields of the new object. Fields not explicitly
initialized by thenew expression are initialized by the default initializer in the field declaration.

Type checking is performed in a typing contextΓ, which is a list of variable typingsx : T, location typings̀ : S, and path equivalence
constraintsp1 = p2. Location typings are used to type check the heap during evaluation. Path equivalence constraints are used to assert
equivalence of dependent types in the presence of aliasing. They generalize the aliasing facts of the form`1 = `2. f in the Tribe type
system [11]. The type-checker does not require an alias analysis be performed; however, the type system could easily be augmented with
results of an alias analysis to improve its precision.

A.1 Class lookup

The class table,CT, defined in Figure 12, maps class namesP to class declarations. We writeCT(P) =⊥ if P has no definition. The judgment
` P defined states thatP is a well-formed class; the judgment holds either whenP is a class in the class table or whenP further binds a
defined class. Themem function returns the set of classesP comprising a non-dependent typeS; a typeS is equivalent to the intersection of
all classes inmem(S). Usingmem, the well-formed class judgment is extended to all non-dependent typesS.

A.2 Subclassing and further binding

Inheritance among classes is defined in Figure 12. The rules are similar to those defined for the language Tribe [11]. The judgment`P@sc P′

states thatP is a declared subclass ofP′. The rule SC simply looks up the superclass using the class tableCT, substituting the container for
this.class. Type substitution is defined in Figure 16. By the program well-formedness rules, shown later, the only access path allowed in
a superclass declaration is thethis path, ensuring that the result of substituting forthis is a non-dependent type.

The judgment̀ P1.C@fb P2.C states thatP1.C further bindsP2.C whenP1 inherits fromP2 andP2.C is defined. We writè P1 @P2 if P1
either subclasses or further bindsP2. The reflexive, transitive closure of@ is @∗. The relation∼ is an equivalence relation between classes
that contain a common nested classC. The functioninh(S) returns the set of all superclasses ofS.

A.3 Prefix types

The meaning of non-dependent prefix typesP[S] is defined by theprefix function in Figure 12. TheP-prefix of a non-dependent typeS is
the intersection of all classesP′ whereP andP′ transitively share a nested class—that is,P andP′ are equivalent under the∼ relation—and
Sextends nested classes of bothP andP′. The intuition behind the definition is thatSextends some class that is contained in the intersection
of P andP′. This definition ensures that ifP is a subtype ofP′, thenP[S] is equal toP′[S], as desired in Section 3.5.



CT(P)

Pr = 〈L,e〉
CT(◦) = class ◦ extends &nil {L}

CT(P) = classC′ extends T ′ {L′ F ′ M′}
classC extends T {. . .} ∈ L′

CT(P.C) = classC extends T {. . .}

` Sdefined

` ◦ defined (DEF-OUTER)

CT(P) 6=⊥
` P defined

(DEF-EXPL)

` P defined ` P@P′ ` P′.C defined

` P.C defined
(DEF-INH)

` Sdefined P∈mem(S) ` P.C defined

` S.C defined
(DEF-NEST)

` Si defined∀Si∈S

` &Sdefined
(DEF-MEET)

` P1 @sc P2

` P1 @∗ P
CT(P.C) = classC extends T {. . .}

T{{ /0; P1/this}}= S
P2 ∈mem(S)
` P1.C@sc P2

(SC)

` P1 @fb P2

` P1 @P2 ` P2.C defined

` P1.C@fb P2.C
(FB)

` P1 @P2

` P1 @sc P2

` P1 @P2
(INH-SC)

` P1 @fb P2

` P1 @P2
(INH-FB)

` P1 ∼ P2

` P1.C@fb P0.C ` P2.C@fb P0.C

` P1 ∼ P2
(REL-FB)

` P∼ P
(REL-REFL)

` P1 ∼ P2

` P2 ∼ P1
(REL-SYM)

` P1 ∼ P2 ` P2 ∼ P3

` P1 ∼ P3
(REL-TRANS)

mem(S)

mem(P) = {P}

D = {Pi ∈mem(S)| ` Pi .C defined}
mem(S.C) =

S
Pi∈D Pi .C

prefix(P,S) = S′

mem(P[S]) = mem(S′)

mem(&S) =
S

Si∈Smem(Si)

inh(S) =
[

P∈mem(S)

{P′| ` P@∗ P′}

prefix(P,S) = &{P′ | ∃C,C′.

` P∼ P′

∧P.C∈ inh(S)

∧P′.C′ ∈ inh(S)}

Figure 12. Subclassing and auxiliary functions

A.4 Member lookup

Method and field lookup functions are shown in Figure 14. For a classP, we defineownFields(P) andownMethods(P) to be the set of fields
and methods declared in the class. Using these definitions, the set of fields and methods declared or inherited by a non-dependent typeS
is defined by thefields(S) andmethods(S) functions. The functionfnames returns the set of field names for a list of fieldsF . The ftype
function returns the declared type of a fieldf of an arbitrary typeT in environmentΓ. Themtype function provides similar functionality for
methods.

The method body for a methodm in typeS is returned bymbody. For simplicity, the formal semantics presented here do not specify what
method body to dispatch to when one method overrides another; precise specification of method dispatch is not necessary to prove soundness
of the type system.

A.5 Exactness

Before proceeding, some auxiliary functions need to be defined. The functionpaths(T) returns the set of access paths in the structure of type
T. The functionexacts(T) returns the set of (maximal) exact types embedded in the structure of typeT. The functionprefixExactk(T) is
true if thekth prefix ofT is an exact type. IfprefixExactk(T), then necessarilyprefixExactk+1(T).

A.6 Simple bounds

The judgmentΓ ` T E S in Figure 15 states thatT has a non-dependent bounding typeS. For dependent classesp.class, the bounding type
is simply the bound on the declared type ofp. For prefix typesP[T], the bound is the result of computing theprefix function forP and the
bounding type ofT.

A.7 Type well-formedness

A typeT is well-formed in a contextΓ is writtenΓ`T. A classP is well-formed if it is in the class tableCT. A nested typeT.C is well-formed
if T is well-formed and has boundSand ifS.C is defined. A dependent classp.class is well-formed if p is a final access path. A prefix type
P[T] is well-formed ifT has simple boundSandprefix(P,S) is not empty; in other words, there is some superclass ofT whose enclosing
class is related toP by further binding. Finally an intersection type&T is well-formed if the following three conditions hold:

• All constituent typesTi are well-formed, and

• All exact types in the structure of&T are equivalent up to aliasing, ensuring they all refer to the same run-time class.

• All constituent typesTi have the same level of exactness. This condition ensures that the intersection has the same level of exactness as
any one of its constituents.



paths(◦) = /0
paths(T.C) = paths(T)

paths(p.class) = {p}
paths(P[T]) = paths(T)

paths(&T) =
[

Ti∈T

paths(Ti)

exacts(T) =



{T} if exact(T)
/0 if T = ◦
exacts(T0) if ¬exact(T) andT = T0.C
exacts(T0) if ¬exact(T) andT = P[T0]S

Ti∈T exacts(Ti) if ¬exact(T) andT = &T

exact(T) = prefixExact0(T)

prefixExactk(◦) = false

prefixExactk(T.C) =

{
false if k = 0
prefixExactk−1(T) otherwise

prefixExactk(p.class) = true

prefixExactk(P[T]) = prefixExactk+1(T)

prefixExactk(&T) =
_

Ti∈T

prefixExactk(Ti)

Figure 13. Auxiliary functions

CT(P) = classC ext T {L F M}
ownFields(P) = F

ownMethods(P) = M

CT(P) =⊥
ownFields(P) = /0

ownMethods(P) = /0

fields(S) =
[

Pi∈inh(S)

ownFields(Pi)

methods(S) =
[

Pi∈inh(S)

ownMethods(Pi)

F = [final] T f = e

fnames(F) = { f}

Γ ` T E S
fields(S) = F

Fi = [final] Tf f = e

ftype(Γ,T, f ) = Tf

Γ ` T E S
fields(S) = F

Fi = [final]T f = e

finit(S, f ) = e

Γ ` T E S
methods(S) = M

Mi = Tn+1 m(T x) {e}
mtype(Γ,T,m) = (x:T)→ Tn+1

Γ ` T E S
methods(S) = M

Mi = Tn+1 m(T x) {e}
mbody(S,m) = Mi

Figure 14. Member lookup

A.8 Type substitution

The rules for type substitution are shown in Figure 16. The functionT{{Γ; Tx/x}} substitutesTx for x in T. The environmentΓ is used to look
up field types when substituting a non-dependent class into a field-path dependent class.Tx should be well-formed inΓ and a subtype ofx’s
declared type.

A.9 Final access paths

The judgmentΓ `final p : T in Figure 15 states that the access pathp is a well-typed final access path in contextΓ. The null path can
take on any non-dependent type. A location path` has the type declared in the environment. A variable pathx has the type declared in the
environment. Finally a field pathp. f is final if p is final with typeT, and the type of the field path is determined by looking up the field type.

A.10 Typing

For arbitrary expressions, the judgmentΓ ` e:T states thatehas typeT in contextΓ.



Γ ` T E S

Γ ` P E P (BD-SIMP)
Γ ` T E S

Γ ` T.C E S.C
(BD-NEST)

Γ `final p:T
Γ ` T E S

Γ ` p.class E S
(BD-FIN)

Γ ` T E S
prefix(P,S) = S′

Γ ` P[T] E S′
(BD-PRE)

Γ ` Ti E Si
∀i

Γ ` &T E &S
(BD-MEET)

Γ ` T

CT(P) 6=⊥
Γ ` P

(WF-SIMP)

Γ ` T
Γ ` T E S

` S.C defined

Γ ` T.C
(WF-NEST)

Γ `final p:T

Γ ` p.class
(WF-FIN)

Γ ` P Γ ` T
Γ ` P[T] E S

S 6= &nil

Γ ` P[T]
(WF-PRE)

Γ ` Ti
∀i

Γ ` Ti ' Tj
∀Ti ,Tj∈exacts(&T)

prefixExactk(Ti)⇒ prefixExactk(Tj )
∀Ti ,Tj∈T

Γ ` &T
(WF-MEET)

Γ ` T1 ' T2

Γ ` T ' T
Γ ` T2 ' T1

Γ ` T1 ' T2

Γ ` T1 ' T2
Γ ` T2 ' T3

Γ ` T1 ' T3

Γ ` p1 = p2

Γ ` TE[p1]' TE[p2]

Γ `final p:T

Γ ` S

Γ `final null :S
(F-NULL )

` :S∈ Γ
Γ `final ` :S

(F-LOC)
x:T ∈ Γ

Γ `final x:T
(F-VAR)

Γ `final p:T
ftype(Γ,T, f ) = final Tf

Γ `final p. f :Tf
(F-GET)

Γ ` e:T

Γ `final p:T

Γ ` p: p.class
(T-FIN)

Γ ` e:T
ftype(Γ,T, f ) = [final] Tf

Γ ` e. f :Tf
(T-GET)

Γ ` e0 :T0 Γ ` e1 :Tf
ftype(Γ,T0, f ) = Tf

Γ ` e0. f = e1 :Tf
(T-SET)

Γ ` e1 ` T1 Γ ` e2 ` T2

Γ ` e1; e2 :T2
(T-SEQ)

Γ ` T Γ ` e:T

ftype(Γ,T, fi) = [final] Ti
∀ fi∈ f

Γ ` new T( f = e) :T
(T-NEW)

Γ ` e:T Γ ` T≤T ′

Γ ` e:T ′ (T-SUB)

Γ ` e0 :T0
0 Γ ` ei :T i

i
∀i=1..n

n = #(e) = #(x) x0 = this

mtype(Γ,T0
0 ,m) = (x:T0)→ T0

n+1

T j−1
i {{Γ; T j−1

j−1 /x j−1}}= T j
i
∀i∈1..n+1, j∈1..i

prefixExactk(T
j−1

i )⇒ prefixExactk(T
j

i )
∀i∈1..n, j∈1..i

p. f ∈ paths(T j−1
i )⇒ p′ ∈ paths(T j

i )∧Γ ` p′ = p{ej−1/x j−1}. f
∀i∈1..n+1, j∈1..i

Γ ` e0.m(e) :Tn+1
n+1

(T-CALL )

Γ ` p1 = p2

p1 = p2 ∈ Γ
Γ ` p1 = p2

(A-ENV)

Γ ` p1 = p2
Γ `final p1 :T1
Γ `final p1 :T2

Γ ` p1. f = p2. f
(A-FIELD) Γ ` p = p (A-REFL)

Γ ` p2 = p1

Γ ` p1 = p2
(A-SYM)

Γ ` p1 = p2
Γ ` p2 = p3

Γ ` p1 = p3
(A-TRANS)

Γ ` T≤T ′

Γ ` T1≤T2
Γ ` T2≤T3

Γ ` T1≤T3
(S-TRANS)

Γ ` T≤P
CT(P.C) = classC extends T ′ {. . .}

T ′{{Γ; T/this}}= T ′′

Γ ` T.C≤T ′′ (S-SUP)
Γ ` T Γ ` T E S

Γ ` T≤S
(S-BOUND)

Γ ` T1≤T2 Γ ` T2.C

Γ ` T1.C≤T2.C
(S-NEST)

Γ `final p:T

Γ ` p.class≤T
(S-FIN)

Γ ` T1≤T2
Γ ` P[T2]

Γ ` P[T1]≤P[T2]
(S-PRE-S1)

` P1 ∼ P2∨` P1 @P2
Γ ` P1[T]
Γ ` P2[T]

Γ ` P1[T]≈ P2[T]
(S-PRE-S2)

Γ ` T≤P.C

Γ ` T≤P[T].C
(S-OUT)

Γ ` P[T.C]

Γ ` T ≈ P[T.C]
(S-IN) Γ ` &T≤Ti (S-MEET-LB)

Γ ` T≤Ti
∀i

Γ ` T≤&T
(S-MEET-G)

Γ ` T1 ' T2

Γ ` T1 ≈ T2
(S-ALIAS )

Γ `U1 E S1 Γ `U1 exact(U1)
Γ `U2 E S2 Γ `U2 /0 ` S1 ≈ S2

Γ `U1≤U2
(S-EVAL )

Γ ` T1≤T2 exact(T2)
Γ ` T1 ≈ T2

(S-EXACT)

Figure 15. Static semantics



T{{Γ; Tx/x}}

◦{{Γ; Tx/x}}= ◦

T.C{{Γ; Tx/x}}= T{{Γ; Tx/x}}.C

v.class{{Γ; Tx/x}}= v.class

x 6= y

y.class{{Γ; Tx/x}}= y.class

x.class{{Γ; Tx/x}}= Tx

p.class{{Γ; Tx/x}}= p′.class

p. f .class{{Γ; Tx/x}}= p′. f .class

p.class{{Γ; Tx/x}}= Tp
Tp 6= p′.class

ftype(Γ,Tp, f ) = Tf

p. f .class{{Γ; Tx/x}}= Tf

T{{Γ; Tx/x}}= T ′

P[T]{{Γ; Tx/x}}= P[T ′]

Ti{{Γ; Tx/x}}= T ′
i
∀i

&T{{Γ; Tx/x}}= &T ′

Figure 16. Type substitution

Any final access pathp has typep.class by T-FIN. The subtyping rule S-FIN and subsumption (T-SUB) give the standard typing rules
for values and parametersx.

The type of a field accesse. f is obtained by looking up the field inT, the static type ofe. The rule T-SET checks if the expression being
assigned from has the same type.

By T-SEQ, a sequence expression takes the type of the second expression in the sequence.
A new expression is well-typed via T-NEW if it initializes only declared fields of a well-formed type.
Calls are checked with T-CALL by looking up the method type, then substituting in the receiver type and the actual argument types

for this and the formal parameters. Type substitution is defined in Figure 16. A typeT is exact, writtenexact(T), if it is a dependent
class, a prefix of an exact type, or an intersection containing an exact type. The functionexact(T) is defined in Figure using the function
prefixExactk(T), which returns whether thekth enclosing prefix ofT is exact. Substituting into the The actuals must have the same type as
the substituted formal types. To ensure subtyping is preserved by the substitution, substitution must preserve prefix exactness. This ensures
that if the type of formali is dependent onthis or on another formalj, theith actual value has a type dependent on the actual receiver or on
actual j. Substitution of the return type need not preserve exactness.

Substitution must also preserve field paths. Two different objects used as actuals may have the same dependent type, but may contain final
fields that point to objects of different clases. Preserving field paths ensures that the substituted field path is dependent on the actual target,
not on another object of the same class which may have initialized the field differently.

Finally, T-SUB is the standard subsumption rule.

A.11 Subtyping and type equivalence

Subtyping rules are defined in Figure 15. The judgmentΓ ` T ≤T ′ states thatT is a subtype ofT ′ in contextΓ. The rules ensure that
syntactically different types representing the same sets of values are considered equal. The judgmentΓ ` T ≈ T ′ is sugar for the pair of
judgmentsΓ ` T≤T ′ andΓ ` T ′≤T.

Subtyping is reflexive and transitive. The rule S-SUP states that a type is a subclass of its declared superclass; the enclosing class of the
subtypeT is substituted in forthis in the superclass.

S-BOUND states that a type is a subtype of its bounding simple type. The rule S-NEST states that a nested classC is covariant with
its containing class; that is, further binding implies subtyping. S-FIN states that a dependent class is a subtype of its declared bound; with
F-NULL , this rule also implies thatnull.class is a subtype of any well-formed simple type.

Subtyping of prefix types is covariant by the rules S-PRE-S1 and S-PRE-S2. S-OUT and S-IN, and relate prefix types to non-prefix types.
S-MEET-LB and S-MEET-G are from Compagnoni and Pierce [13] and define subtyping for intersection types. Together these two rules

imply that intersection types are associative and commutative and that the singleton intersection type&T is equivalent to its element typeT.
With the other rules above, these rules also imply the intuitive judgmentsΓ ` P[&T]≤P[Ti] andΓ ` (&T).C≤Ti .C.



` Γ ok

` /0 ok

` Γ ok x 6∈ dom(Γ) Γ ` T

` Γ,x:T ok

` Γ ok ` 6∈ dom(Γ) Γ ` S

` Γ, ` :Sok

` Γ ok Γ `final p1 Γ `final p2

` Γ, p1 = p2 ok

Figure 17. Well-formed environments

Γ{v/x}

/0{v/x}= /0
(Γ,x:T){v/x}= Γ
(Γ,y:T){v/x}= Γ{v/x},y:T{v/x}
(Γ, ` :S){v/x}= Γ{v/x}, ` :S

(Γ, p1 = p2){v/x}= Γ{v/x}, p1{v/x}= p2{v/x}

Figure 18. Environment substitution

Finally, the rule S-EVAL states that a fully evaluated type (i.e., a type containing only value paths) is a supertype of any fully evaluated
exact type with the same bounding type. This rule ensures, for example, that`1.class ≈ `2.class if `1 and`2 both point to objects of the
same type.

A.12 Program typing

Program typing rules are presented in Figure 19. The P-OK says the programPr is well-formed if all class declarations are well-formed, if
the “main” expression is well-typed, and if the transitive closure of the inheritance relation@ is acyclic.

By L-OK, a class declaration is well-formed if all its members are well-formed and its superclass is well-formed in an environment
containing onlythis bound to the class’s container. Additionally, the only access path embedded in the superclass declaration can bethis.
The class must also conform to all of its superclasses.

A classP conforms toP′ if all of the following hold:

• If both P andP′ have a member classD, thenP.D’s declared superclass is a subtype ofP′.D’s.

• The field names ofP andP′ are disjoint. This requirement simplifies the semantics by ensuring field names are unique.

• If both P andP′ define a methodm, then the method inP correctly overrides the methodP′.

MethodM in P correctly overridesM′ if the number of formal parameters are equal, the parameter types ofM are supertypes of the
parameter types ofM′, and the return type ofM is a subtype ofM′. Subtyping checks are done with fresh names substituted in for the
parameter names occurring in the types. Using the judgment` Γ ok, it is required that the type of formal parameteri depends only onthis
and formal parameters 1 throughi−1.

Finally, field and method declarations are well-formed by rules F-OK and M-OK, respectively if the types occurring in the signatures
well-formed and if the initializer is method body is well-typed.

A.13 Environments

Environments are well-formed by the judgment` Γ ok, defined in Figure 17. Environment substitution is defined in Figure 18.

A.14 Operational semantics

A small-step operational semantics is shown in Figure 20. The semantics are defined using a reduction relation−→, which maps a
configuration of an expressioneand a heapH to a new configuration. A heapH is a function from memory locations̀to objectsS{ f = v}.
The notatione,H −→ r,H ′ means that expressioneand heapH step to resultr and heapH ′. Results are either expressions orNullError. The
initial configuration for program〈L,e〉 is e, /0. Final configurations are of the formv,H or NullError,H.



◦ ` L ok /0 ` e:T /0 ` T @+ acyclic

` 〈L,e〉 ok
(P-OK)

P.C ` L ok P.C ` F ok P.C `M ok
P` T super ok

` P.C conforms toPi
∀Pi∈inh(P.C)\{P.C}

P` classC extends T {L F M} ok
(L-OK)

T 6= ◦
this :P` T

paths(T)⊆ {this}
¬exact(T)

P` T super ok

CT(P) = classC extends T {L F M}
CT(P′) = classC′ extends T ′ {L′ F ′ M′}

∀i, j.

(
Li = class D extends Ti {. . .}∧
L′j = class D extends T ′

j {. . .}

)
⇒ this :P` Ti ≤T ′

j

(fnames(F)∩ fnames(F ′)) = /0

∀i, j.

(
Mi = Tn+1 m(T x) {e}∧
M′

j = T ′
n+1 m(T ′ x′) {e′}

)
⇒ P`Mi overridesM′

j

` P conforms toP′

M = Tn+1 m(T x) {e}
M′ = T ′

n+1 m(T ′ x′) {e′}
#(x) = #(x′) = #(y) y∩ (x∪x′) = /0

Γ = this :P,y:T{y/x}
` Γ ok

Γ ` T{y/x}= T ′{y/x′}
Γ ` Tn+1{y/x}= T ′

n+1{y/x′}
P`M overrides methodM′

/0 ` T /0 ` e:T

P` final T f = eok
(F-OK)

Γ = this :P,x:T ` Γ ok Γ ` T Γ ` e:T

P` T m(T x) {e} ok
(M-OK)

Figure 19. Program typing

We writeH[` := o] for H with H(`) remapped too, that is:

/0[` := o] = ` 7→ o

(H, ` 7→ o′)[` := o] = H, ` 7→ o

(H, `′ 7→ o′)[` := o] = H[` := o], `′ 7→ o′

To account for aliasing of access paths, typing environments include path equivalence constraintsp1 = p2. The functionH† returns a
typing context constructed from a heapH by inserting location types and aliasing information for fields into the environment.

/0† = /0

(H, ` 7→ S{ f = v})† = H†, ` :S, `. f ′ = v′

where f ′ = { fi ∈ f | ftype( /0,S, fi) = final Ti}
The equivalence constraints ensure that when`1. f ,H −→ `2, `2.class is a subtype of̀ 1. f .class. This is essential for proving type
preservation.

The reduction rules are mostly straightforward. Order of evaluation is captured by an evaluation contextE (an expression with a hole[·])
and the congruence rule R-CONG. Since types are dependent, expressions used in types must be evaluated as well. We writeU for a type
containing no redex. The rule R-NULL propagates a dereference of anull pointer out through the evaluation contexts to produce aNullError,
simulating a JavaNullPointerException.

R-GET and R-SET get and set a field in a heap object, respectively. R-CALL uses thembody function defined in Figure 14 to locate the
most specific implementation of methodm.



objects o ::= S{ f = v}
heaps H ::= /0 | H, ` 7→ o
results r ::= e | NullError
evaluated types U ::= ◦ | U.C | `.class | P[U] | &U
evaluation contexts E ::= [·]

| E. f
| new TE( f = e)
| newU( f = v, f = E, f ′ = e)
| E. f = e
| `. f = E
| E.m(e)
| `.m(v,E,e)
| E; e

type evaluation contexts TE ::= TE.C
| E.class
| P[TE]
| &(U ,TE,T)

null error contexts NE ::= null. f
| null. f = e
| null.m(e)
| new TE[null]( f = e)
| NullError

e,H −→ r,H

e,H −→ e′,H ′

E[e],H −→ E[e′],H ′ (R-CONG)

E[NE],H −→NullError,H (R-NULL )

H(`) = S{ f = v}
`. fi ,H −→ vi ,H

(R-GET)

H(`) = S{ f = v}
H ′ = H[` := S{ f1 = v1, . . . , fi = v, . . . , fn = vn}]

`. fi = v,H −→ v,H ′ (R-SET)

` :S∈ H† mbody(S,m) = Tn+1 m(T x) {e} n = #(v) = #(x)
`.m(v),H −→ e{`/this,v/x},H (R-CALL )

H† `U E S
fnames(fields(S)) = f ∪ f ′ #( f ′) 6= 0

finit(S, f ′) = e′

newU( f = v),H −→ newU( f = v, f ′ = e′),H
(R-NEW)

H† `U E S { f}= fnames(fields(S))
` 6∈ dom(H) H ′ = H[` := S{ f = v}]

newU( f = v),H −→ `,H ′ (R-ALLOC)

v; e,H −→ e,H (R-SEQ)

Figure 20. Operational semantics

H(`) = S{ f = v}
fields(S) = [final] T f = e

H† ` v:T
v⊆ dom(H)∪{null}

H ` `
(H-LOC)

H ` `∀`∈dom(H)

` H
(HEAP)

` H locs(e)⊆ dom(H)
` e,H

(CONFIG)

Figure 21. Well-formed heaps

There are two rules for evaluatingnew expressions. R-NEW looks up all fields of the type being allocated and steps to a configuration
containing initializers for those fields. R-ALLOC is applied when all initializers have been evaluated. A new location is allocated and the
object is installed in the heap.

A.15 Well-formed heaps

Figure 21 shows the heap typing rules. The judgmentH ` ` states that a locatioǹis well-formed for a heapH if it maps to an object of type
Scontaining all declared fields ofSand each value stored in those fields has the correct type and, if a location, is also well-formed inH. Rule
H-NULL states that thenull value is always well-formed.

A heapH is well-formed, written` H, if all locations in its domain are well-formed. Finally, a configuration is well-formed, written
` e,H if H is well-formed and all free locations ofe, locs(e), are inH.

B. Soundness
To prove soundness we use the standard technique of proving subject reduction and progress lemmas [51].



B.1 Substitution

This is a useful pair of lemmas that allows many of the type substitution (T for x) lemmas proved above (XXX below) to be used easily to
prove value substitution (v for x) lemmas.

LEMMA B.1. If x :Tx ∈ Γ, andΓ{v/x} ` v:Tv andΓ{v/x} ` Tv≤Tx , andΓ ` p.class, then p.class{{Γ; v.class/x}}= p{v/x}.class.

PROOF: By structual induction onp. Let p′ = p{v/x}.

• If p = x, thenp′ = v. The case follows trivially sincex.class{{Γ; v.class/x}}= v.class.

• If p = p0. f , thenp′ = p0{v/x}. f . By the induction hypothesis,p0.class{{Γ; v.class/x}}= p0{v/x}.class. Thus, by the definition of
type substitution,p0. f .class{{Γ; v.class/x}}= p0{v/x}. f .class.

• Otherwise,p′ = p and the case holds trivially.

�

LEMMA B.2. If x :Tx ∈ Γ, andΓ{v/x} ` v:Tv andΓ{v/x} ` Tv≤Tx , andΓ ` T, then T{{Γ; v.class/x}}= T{v/x}.

PROOF: By structural induction onT.

• T = ◦. Trivial.

• T = T0.C. Follows from the induction hypothesis and definition of type substitution.

• T = p.class. ThenT{v/x}= p′.class wherep′ = p{v/x}. The case follows from Lemma B.1.

• T = P[T0]. ThenT{v/x}= P[T0{v/x}].

By the induction hypothesis,T0{{Γ; v.class/x}}= T0{v/x}. Sinceexact(P[T0]), we also haveexact(P[T0{v/x}]).
Hence, the case holds by the definition of type substitution,

• T = &T. Follows from the induction hypothesis and definition of type substitution.

�

LEMMA B.3. If x : Tx ∈ Γ, andΓ{v/x} ` v : Tv and Γ{v/x} ` Tv≤Tx , andΓ `final p : T, thenΓ{v/x} `final p{v/x} : Ts. whereΓ{v/x} `
Ts≤T{v/x}.

PROOF: By induction on the derivation ofΓ `final p:T. Let p′ = p{v/x}

• F-NULL . Thenp = p′. By F-NULL , Γ{v/x} `final null :T{v/x}.
• F-LOC. Thenp = p′ andT = T{v/x}.
• F-VAR. Let p = y 6= x. Then p = p′. Theny : T ∈ Γ. If x is not free inT, thenT{v/x} = T. If, on the other hand,x is free inT, then

y:T{v/x} ∈ Γ{v/x} and we can deriveΓ{v/x} `final y:T{v/x} by F-VAR.

Now, let p = x. Thenp′ = v andT = Tx andT{v/x}= Ts = Tv. Since we assumedΓ{v/x} ` Tv≤Tx, the case holds trivially.

• F-GET. Thenp = p0. f , Γ `final p0 :T0, ftype(Γ,T0, f ) = Tf , andT = Tf .

By the induction hypothesis,Γ{v/x} `final p0{v/x} :T ′
0, whereΓ{v/x} ` T ′

0≤T0{v/x}.
By Lemma B.6,ftype(Γ,T0{v/x}, f ) = Tf ; therefore,ftype(Γ,T ′

0, f ) = Tf .

Thus, we can derive by F-GET, Γ `final p0{v/x}. f : Tf {p0{v/x}/this}, which can be rewritten:Γ `final p0. f{v/x} :
(Tf {p0/this}){v/x}.

�

We write` S1 @∗ S2 if inh(S2)⊆ inh(S1).

LEMMA B.4. If x :Tx ∈ Γ, andΓ{v/x} ` v:Tv andΓ{v/x} ` Tv≤Tx , andΓ `final p:T, andΓ ` T E S, thenΓ{v/x} `final p{v/x} :T ′ and
Γ{v/x} ` T ′ E S′ and S′@∗ S.

PROOF: Follows from Lemma B.3 and Lemma B.29.�

LEMMA B.5. If x :Tx ∈ Γ, andΓ{v/x} ` v:Tv andΓ{v/x} ` Tv≤Tx , andΓ ` T E S, thenΓ{v/x} ` T{v/x}E S′ where` S′@∗ S.

PROOF: Follows from Lemma B.31 and Lemma B.2.�

LEMMA B.6. If x : Tx ∈ Γ, andΓ{v/x} ` v : Tv and Γ{v/x} ` Tv≤Tx , and ftype(Γ,T, f ) = [final] Tf , thenftype(Γ{v/x},T{v/x}, f ) =
[final] Tf .



PROOF: Follows from Lemma B.5 and the definition offields. �

LEMMA B.7. If x:Tx∈Γ, andΓ{v/x} ` v:Tv andΓ{v/x} `Tv≤Tx , andmtype(Γ,T,m) = (x:T)→Tn+1, thenmtype(Γ{v/x},T{v/x},m) =
(x:T)→ Tn+1.

PROOF: Follows from Lemma B.5 and the definition ofmethods. �

LEMMA B.8. If x :Tx ∈ Γ, andΓ{v/x} ` v:Tv andΓ{v/x} ` Tv≤Tx , andexact(T), thenexact(T{v/x}).

PROOF: By inspection of definition ofexact. �

LEMMA B.9. If x :Tx ∈ Γ, andΓ{v/x} ` v:Tv andΓ{v/x} ` Tv≤Tx , andΓ ` T thenΓ{v/x} ` T{v/x}.

PROOF: Follows from Lemma B.2 and Lemma B.34.�

LEMMA B.10. If x :Tx ∈ Γ, andΓ{v/x} ` v:Tv andΓ{v/x} ` Tv≤Tx , andΓ ` T1≤T2, thenΓ{v/x} ` T1{v/x}≤T2{v/x}.

PROOF: By induction on the derivation ofΓ ` T1≤T2.

• S-TRANS. Trivial via the induction hypothesis.

• S-SUP. Follows from the induction hypothesis and Lemma B.11. and S-TRANS.

• S-BOUND. By Lemma B.9 and Lemma B.5 and S-TRANS.

• S-NEST. Follows from the induction hypothesis and Lemma B.9.

• S-FIN. Lemma B.3.

• S-PRE-S1. Follows from the induction hypothesis and Lemma B.9.

• S-PRE-S2. By Lemma B.9.

• S-OUT. Follows from the induction hypothesis.

• S-IN. By Lemma B.9.

• S-MEET-LB. By Lemma B.9. Trivial.

• S-MEET-G. Follows from the induction hypothesis.

• S-ALIAS . Follows from definition ofΓ{v/x}.
• S-EVAL . Trivial sinceUi{v/x}= Ui .

• S-EXACT. Follows from the induction hypothesis and Lemma B.8.

�

LEMMA B.11. If x : Tx ∈ Γ, and Γ{v/x} ` v : Tv and Γ{v/x} ` Tv ≤ Tx , and T{{Γ; Ty/y}} = T ′, and x is not free in T , then
T{{Γ{v/x}; Ty{v/x}/y}}= T ′{v/x}.

PROOF: The proof is by induction on type substitution derivation.

• T = ◦. Trivial.

• T = T0.C. Follows from the induction hypothesis.

• T = p.class.

p = v. Trivial.

p = z. Trivial.

p= y. ThenT ′ = Ty. andT ′{v/x}= Ty{v/x}. By the definition of type substitution,y.class{{Γ{v/x}; Ty{v/x}/y}}= Ty{v/x}. Done.

p = x. Vacuous (variable capture).

p = p0. f .

Let p0.class{{Γ; Ty/y}}= Tp. andp0.class{{Γ{v/x}; Ty{v/x}/y}}= T ′
p. By the induction hypothesis,T ′

p = Tp{v/x}.

− If Tp = p1.class, then T ′
p = p1{v/x}.class. In this case, p0. f .class{{Γ; Ty/y}} = p1. f .class and

p0. f .class{{Γ{v/x}; Ty{v/x}/y}}= p1{v/x}. f .class = p1. f .class{v/x}.
− Otherwise,Tp 6= p1.class. Sinceftype(Γ,Tp, f ) = Tf , by Lemma B.6,ftype(Γ{v/x},Tp{v/x}, f ) = Tf .

Since by F-OK, /0 ` Tf , x is not free inTf , and henceTf {v/x}= Tf .



• T = P[T0]. Follows from the induction hypothesis.

• T = &T. Follows from the induction hypothesis.

�

LEMMA B.12. (Substitution)If x :Tx ∈ Γ, andΓ{v/x} ` v:Tv andΓ{v/x} ` Tv≤Tx , andΓ ` e:T, thenΓ{v/x} ` e{v/x} :T{v/x}.

PROOF: By induction on the derivation ofΓ ` e` T.
Let e′ = e{v/x} andT ′ = T{v/x}.

• T-FIN. Thene= p andT = p.class ande′ = p{v/x} andT ′ = p{v/x}.class. The case follows from Lemma B.3.

• T-GET. Thene= e0. f andΓ ` e0 :T0 andftype(Γ,T0, f ) = [final] Tf andT = Tf .

Thene′ = e0{v/x}. f = e′0. f . By the induction hypothesis, sinceΓ ` e0 :T0, we haveΓ{v/x} ` e0{v/x} :T0{v/x}.
By Lemma B.6, andftype(Γ{v/x},T0{v/x}, f ) = [final] Tf .

Since by F-OK, /0 ` Tf , x is not free inTf , and henceT ′ = Tf {v/x}= Tf = T.

The case holds by T-GET.

• T-SET. The proof of this case is similar to the proof of the previous case for T-GET.

• T-SEQ. Follows from the induction hypothesis.

• T-NEW.

Follows from Lemma B.9, Lemma B.6, and the induction hypothesis.

• T-CALL .

Follows from IH, Lemma B.7, Lemma B.11, and Lemma B.8.

• T-SUB.

ThenΓ ` e:T ′′ whereΓ ` T ′′≤T.

By the induction hypothesis,Γ{v/x} ` e{v/x} :T ′′{v/x}.
By Lemma B.10,Γ{v/x} ` T ′′{v/x}≤T{v/x}.
Thus, by T-SUB, Γ{v/x} ` e{v/x} :T{v/x}.

�

This lemma states that if a final access pathp has a given typeT, that type must be a supertype ofp.class.

LEMMA B.13. If Γ `final p:Tp andΓ ` p:T, thenΓ ` p.class≤T.

PROOF: The proof is by induction on the height of the subtyping derivation.
There are only two ways to deriveΓ ` p:T:

• T-FIN. ThenT = p.class and the case holds by A-REFL and S-ALIAS .

• T-SUB. ThenΓ ` p:T ′ andΓ ` T ′≤T.

By the induction hypothesis,Γ ` p.class≤T ′. Therefore by S-TRANS, Γ ` p.class≤T.

�

B.2 Type substitution again

This lemma states that a value substitution ofv for x in a type results in a subtype of the type substitution ofv’s static type forx.

LEMMA B.14. (Type substitution)If x :Tx ∈ Γ, andΓ{v/x} ` v:Tv andΓ{v/x} ` Tv≤Tx , and` Γ ok, and T{{Γ{v/x}; Tv/x}} = T ′, then
Γ{v/x} ` T{v/x}≤T ′.

PROOF: By induction on type substitution derivation.

• CaseT = ◦. Trivial.

• CaseT = T0.C. ThenT{v/x}= T0{v/x}.C andT ′ = T ′
0.C whereT0{{Γ{v/x}; Tv/x}}= T ′

0.

By the induction hypothesisΓ{v/x} ` T0{v/x}≤T ′
0; therefore, by S-NEST, Γ{v/x} ` T0{v/x}.C≤T ′

0.C.

• CaseT = p.class. ThenT{v/x}= p{v/x}.class.

Casep = v. Trivial.

Casep = y 6= x. Trivial.

Casep = x. ThenT = x.class andT ′ = Tv andT{v/x}= v.class.

SinceΓ{v/x} ` v:T ′, Γ{v/x} ` v.class≤T ′ by Lemma B.13.



Casep = p0. f . ThenT = p0. f .class andT{v/x}= p0{v/x}. f .class
Let p0.class{{Γ{v/x}; Tv/x}}= Tp. By the induction hypothesis,Γ{v/x} ` p0{v/x}.class≤Tp.

There are two cases.

− Tp 6= p′0.class for any p′0.

Then,ftype(Γ{v/x},Tp, f ) = Tf .

By F-GET, we haveΓ{v/x} `final p0{v/x}. f :Tf .

Thus, by Lemma B.13,Γ{v/x} ` p0{v/x}. f .class ≤ Tf {p0{v/x}/this}. Since Tf has no free variables,Tf =
Tf {p0{v/x}/this}.

− Tp = p′0.class. It must be thatp′0 = p0{v/x}. The case follows trivially from S-ALIAS .

• CaseT = P[T0]. ThenT{v/x}= P[T0{v/x}]. andT ′ = P[T ′
0] where andT0{{Γ{v/x}; Tv/x}}= T ′

0.

By the induction hypothesis,Γ{v/x} ` T0{v/x}≤T ′
0; therefore, by S-PRE-S1, Γ{v/x} ` T{v/x}≤T ′.

• CaseT = &T. ThenT{v/x} = &T{v/x} andT ′ = &T ′ where for alli, Ti{{Γ{v/x}; Tv/x}} = T ′
i . By the induction hypothesis,Γ{v/x} `

Ti{v/x}≤T ′
i ; therefore, by S-MEET-G, Γ{v/x} ` T{v/x}≤T ′.

�

B.3 Environments

We say a heapH2 remapsH1 if

• H1 = /0 andH2 = /0, or

• H ′
2 remapsH ′

1, andH1 = H ′
1, ` 7→ S{ f = v}, andH2 = H ′

2, ` 7→ S{ f = v′}, and for all fi , if ftype( /0,S, fi) = final T, thenvi = v′i .

H2 extendsH1 if H2 remapsH1, or there is anH such thatH extendsH1 andH2 = H, ` 7→ o and` 6∈ dom(H).
We say an environmentΓ2 extendsΓ1 if there is aΓ such thatΓ2 = Γ1,Γ.

LEMMA B.15. If H2 remaps H1, then H†
2 extends H†1 .

PROOF: By structural induction onH2.

• H2 = /0. ThenH1 = /0. Trivial.

• H2 = H ′
2, ` 7→ S{ f = v}. ThenH2 = H ′

1, ` 7→ S{ f = v′}. By the induction hypothesis,H ′†
2 = H ′†

1 . For all final fieldsf of S, o1[ f ] = o2[ f ].
Therefore,H†

2 = H†
1 by construction.

�

LEMMA B.16. If H2 extends H1, then H†
2 extends H†1 .

PROOF: By structural induction onH.
If H2 remapsH1, thenH†

2 = H†
1 by Lemma B.15.

Otherwise, there is anH such thatH extendsH1 andH2 = H, ` 7→ S{ f = v} and` 6∈ dom(H).
By the induction hypothesis,H† extendsH†

1 and by constructionH†
2 = H†, ` :S, `. f ′ = v′ where f ′ are the final fields ofS. �

LEMMA B.17. (Extension)If Γ ` e:T and` Γ,Γ′ ok, thenΓ,Γ′ ` e:T.

PROOF: By induction on the derivation ofΓ ` e:T. �

LEMMA B.18. If Γ,x:Tv,Γ′ ` e:T or Γ,x.class = Tv,Γ′ ` e:T, andΓ′ contains no y:Ty, thenΓ,Γ′,x:Tv ` e:T.

PROOF: By induction on the derivation ofΓ,x:Tv,Γ′ ` e:T and by induction on the derivation ofΓ,x.class = Tv,Γ′ ` e:T. �

LEMMA B.19. If Γ,x:Tv ` e:T or if Γ,x.class = Tv ` e:T and x is not free in e, thenΓ ` e:T.

PROOF: By induction on the derivation ofΓ,x:Tv ` e:T and by induction on the derivation ofΓ,x.class = Tv ` e:T. �

LEMMA B.20. If Γ ` T E S and̀ Γ,Γ′ ok, thenΓ,Γ′ ` T E S.

PROOF: By induction on the derivation ofΓ ` T E S. �

LEMMA B.21. If Γ ` T and` Γ,Γ′ ok, thenΓ,Γ′ ` T.



PROOF: By induction on the derivation ofΓ ` T. �

LEMMA B.22. If Γ ` T1≤T2 and` Γ,Γ′ ok, thenΓ,Γ′ ` T1≤T2.

PROOF: By induction on the derivation ofΓ ` T1≤T2. �

LEMMA B.23. If Γ `final p:T, and` Γ,Γ′ ok, thenΓ,Γ′ `final p:T.

PROOF: By induction on the derivation ofΓ `final p:T. �

LEMMA B.24. If ftype(Γ,T, f ) = Tf and` Γ,Γ′ ok, thenftype((Γ,Γ′),T, f ) = Tf

PROOF: By structural induction onΓ. �

LEMMA B.25. If mtype(Γ,T,m) = (x:T)→ Tn+1, and` Γ,Γ′ ok, thenmtype((Γ,Γ′),T,m) = (x:T)→ Tn+1,

PROOF: By structural induction onΓ. �

LEMMA B.26. If T{{Γ; Tv/x}}= T ′ and` Γ,Γ′ ok, then If T{{Γ,Γ′; Tv/x}}= T ′

PROOF: By induction on the type substitution derivation.

• T = ◦. ThenT ′ = ◦. Trivial.

• T = T0.C. Follows from the induction hypothesis.

• T = p.class.

p = v. Trivial since the environment is not used.

p = y. Trivial since the environment is not used.

p = p0. f .class This is only case where the environment is used. Ifp0.class{{Γ; Tv/x}} = Tp, then by the induction hypothesis,
p0.class{{Γ; Tv/x}}= Tp. If Tp is not a path type, the case holds by Lemma B.24. Otherwise, the case holds trivially.

• T = P[T0]. Follows from the induction hypothesis.

• T = &T. Follows from the induction hypothesis.

�

LEMMA B.27. If Γ ` T1 ' T2 andΓ ` T1 E S1 andΓ ` T2 E S2, thenΓ ` S1 ≈ S2 (XXX).

PROOF: XXX �

LEMMA B.28. If Γ ` T1≤T2, andexact(T2), andΓ ` T1 E S1 andΓ ` T2 E S2, thenΓ ` S1 ≈ S2 (XXX).

PROOF: XXX �

LEMMA B.29. If Γ ` T1≤T2 andΓ ` T1 E S1 andΓ ` T2 E S2, then` S1 @∗ S2.

PROOF: By induction on the subtyping derivation.

• S-TRANS. Trivial via the induction hypothesis.

• S-SUP. Follows from Lemma B.31.

• S-BOUND. Trivial sinceT2 = S1 = S2.

• S-NEST. Follows from the induction hypothesis.

• S-FIN. Follows from BD-FIN.

• S-PRE-S1. Follows from definition ofprefix and BD-PRE.

• S-PRE-S2. Follows from definition ofprefix and BD-PRE.

• S-OUT. Follows from the induction hypothesis.

• S-IN. Follows from definition ofprefix and BD-PRE.

• S-MEET-LB. Follows from BD-MEET.

• S-MEET-G. Follows from the induction hypothesis.



• S-ALIAS . Follows from Lemma B.27.

• S-EVAL . Trivial sinceS1 = S2.

• S-EXACT. Follows from Lemma B.28.

�

LEMMA B.30. andΓ ` T1≤T2, andftype(Γ,T1, f ) = [final] Tf , thenftype(Γ,T2, f ) = [final] Tf .

PROOF: Let Γ ` T1 E S1 and Γ ` T2 E S2. By Lemma B.29,̀ S1 @∗ S2. By the definition offields Thus,fields(Γ,S′) ⊇ fields(Γ,S).
Therefore, for all fieldsf of S, ftype(Γ,T ′, f ) = ftype(Γ,T, f ). �

B.4 Type substitution redux

LEMMA B.31. If x :Tx ∈ Γ, andΓ ` Tv≤Tx, andΓ ` T E S, andΓ ` Tv, and T{{Γ; Tv/x}}= T ′, thenΓ ` T ′ E S′ and S′@∗ S.

PROOF: By induction on type substitution derivation.

• T = ◦. Trivial sinceT ′ = T.

• T = T0.C. ThenT ′ = T ′
0.C where andT0{{Γ; Tv/x}}= T ′

0.

Let Γ ` T0 E S0. By the induction hypothesis,Γ ` T ′
0 E S′0 and` S′0 @∗ S0. By BD-NEST, Γ ` T ′

0.C E S′0.C. The case holds by the
definitions ofmem andinh [XXX cleanup].

• T = p.class.

Then by BD-FIN, Γ `final p:T0. andΓ ` T0 E S.

p = v. ThenT ′ = T.

p = y. ThenT ′ = T.

p = x. ThenT ′ = Tv. andΓ ` Tv E S′.

SinceT = x.class,

Sincex:Tx ∈ Γ, Γ `final x:Tx by F-VAR.

SinceΓ ` x.class :S, by BD-FIN we haveΓ ` Tx E S.

SinceΓ ` Tv≤Tx, by Lemma B.29,̀ S′@∗ S.

p = p0. f . Let p0.class{{Γ; Tv/x}} = Tp. By F-GET, Γ `final p0 :Tp, ftype(Γ,Tp, f ) = final Tf , andΓ `final p0. f :Tf . By BD-FIN,
we haveΓ ` Tf E S.

− If Tp = p′0.class, thenT ′ = p′0. f .class. By F-GET, Γ `final p′0 : T ′
p, ftype(Γ,T ′

p, f ) = final Tf , andΓ `final p′0. f : Tf . Since
Γ `final Tf E S, by BD-FIN, Γ `final T ′ E SandS= S′.

− Otherwise,Tp is not a path type. Then by the definition of type substitution,T ′ = Tf where ftype(Γ,Tp, f ) = Tf . Since
Γ `final Tf E S, we haveΓ `final T ′ E SandS= S′.

• T = P[T0]. Let Γ ` T0 E S0. By the induction hypothesis,Γ ` T ′
0 E S′0 and` S′0 @∗ S0. Thus, by BD-PRE, Γ ` P[T ′

0] E S′ where
S′ = prefix(P,S′0). SinceS= prefix(P,S0), by the definition ofprefix, ` S′@∗ S [XXX cleanup].

• T = &T. ThenT ′ = &T ′. Let Γ ` Ti E Si . By the induction hypothesis, for alli Γ ` T ′
i E S′i and` S′i @

∗Si . By BD-MEET, Γ ` T ′
i E S′i . The

case holds by the definitions ofmem andinh [XXX cleanup].

�

LEMMA B.32. If ` S1 @∗ S0, then` prefix(P,S1)@∗ prefix(P,S0).

PROOF: Theninh(S1)⊇ inh(S0).
Thus by the definition ofprefix, mem(prefix(P,S1))⊇mem(prefix(P,S0)).
Hence,inh(prefix(P,S1))⊇ inh(prefix(P,S0)), and thus̀ prefix(P,S1)@∗ prefix(P,S0).
�

LEMMA B.33. If x : Tx ∈ Γ, andΓ ` Tv≤Tx, and ftype(Γ,T, f ) = [final] Tf , andΓ ` Tv, and T{{Γ; Tv/x}} = T ′, thenftype(Γ,T ′, f ) =
[final] Tf .

PROOF: Let Γ ` T E S and Γ ` T ′ E S′. By Lemma B.31, and̀ S′ @∗ S. By the definition offields Thus,fields(Γ,S′) ⊇ fields(Γ,S).
Therefore, for all fieldsf of S, ftype(Γ,T ′, f ) = ftype(Γ,T, f ). �

LEMMA B.34. If x :Tx ∈ Γ, andΓ ` Tv≤Tx, andΓ ` T, andΓ ` Tv, and T{{Γ; Tv/x}}= T ′, thenΓ ` T ′.



PROOF: By induction on type substitution derivation.

• T = ◦. Trivial.

• T = T0.C. ThenT{{Γ; Tv/x}}= T ′
0.C = T0{{Γ; Tv/x}}.C. By the induction hypothesis,T ′

0 is well-formed. LetΓ ` T0 E S0 andΓ ` T ′
0 E S′0.

By Lemma B.31,̀ S′0 @∗ S0. Thereforè S′0.C defined, and by WF-NEST, Γ ` T ′
0.C.

• T = p.class.

By cases onp.

p = v. Trivial.

p = y 6= x. Trivial.

p = x. ThenT{{Γ; Tv/x}}= Tv and the case follows from the assumptions.

p = p0. f . Let p0.class{{Γ; Tv/x}}= Tp.

By Lemma B.33,ftype(Γ,Tp, f ) = ftype(Γ, p0.class, f ) = Tf .

There are two cases:

− AssumeTp 6= p′0.class. ThenT ′ = Tf . By the induction hypothesis,Γ ` Tf .

− If Tp = p′0.class, then T ′ = p′0. f .class. Since by Lemma B.33,ftype is unchanged by the substitution, we can derive
Γ `final p′0. f :Tf by F-GET. Hence, by WF-FIN, we haveΓ ` p′0. f .class.

• T = P[T0]. ThenT ′ = P[T ′
0] whereT0{{Γ; Tv/x}}= T ′

0.

By the induction hypothesis,T ′
0 is well-formed. LetΓ ` T0 E S0 andΓ ` T ′

0 E S1.

By Lemma B.31,̀ S1 @∗ S0.

Therefore, by Lemma B.32,̀ prefix(P,S1)@∗ prefix(P,S0). Hence,prefix(P,S1) 6= &nil.

Finally, by WF-PRE, Γ ` T ′

• T = &T. ThenT ′ = &T ′ where for alli Ti{{Γ; Tv/x}}= T ′
i .

By the induction hypothesis,T ′
i is well-formed. Since by Lemma B.35,|exacts(T)| ≤ |exacts(T ′)|, and since¬exact(T) implies

¬exact(T ′), we can deriveΓ ` T ′ by WF-MEET.

�

LEMMA B.35. If x :Tx ∈ Γ, andΓ ` Tv≤Tx, andΓ ` Tv, and T{{Γ; Tv/x}}= T ′, then|exacts(T)| ≤ |exacts(T ′)|.

PROOF: By inspection of type substitution rules, no rule substitutes an exact type for an inexact type, and sinceTv is well-formed, by
Lemma B.36,|exacts(Tv)| ≤ 1, so substitutingTv for an�

LEMMA B.36. If Γ ` T, then|exacts(T)| ≤ 1.

PROOF: By structural induction onT.

• T = ◦. Then|exacts(T)|= 0.

• T = T0.C. Then|exacts(T)|= |exacts(T0)|.
• T = p.class. Then|exacts(T)|= 1.

• T = P[T0]. Then either|exacts(T)|= 1, or |exacts(T)|= |exacts(T0)|.
• T = &T. Then|exacts(T)| ≤ 1 by WF-MEET.

�

B.5 Non-dependent types redux

LEMMA B.37. If ` P1 @P2, then /0 ` P1≤P2.

PROOF: By induction on the derivation of̀ P1 @P2.
There are two cases:

• If ` P1 @sc P2, thenP1 = P′1.C and there is aP such that̀ P′1 @∗P, andCT(P.C) = classC extends T {. . .}, andT{{ /0; P′1/this}}= S,
andP2 ∈mem(S).
By the induction hypothesis and S-TRANS, /0 ` P′1≤P. Thus, by S-SUP, we can derive/0 ` P′1.C≤P2.

• If ` P1 @fb P2, thenP1 = P′1.C andP2 = P′2.C and` P′1 @P′2. By the induction hypothesis,/0 ` P′1≤P′2. By S-NEST, /0 ` P1≤P2.

�



LEMMA B.38. If P ∈ inh(S), then /0 ` S≤P.

PROOF: Trivial from Lemma B.37.�

LEMMA B.39. If Γ ` p:T andΓ `final p:Tp, thenΓ ` Tp≤T.

PROOF: By induction on the derivation ofΓ ` p:T.
Only three cases apply:

• T-FIN.

SinceΓ `final p:Tp, by T-FIN Γ ` p: p.class, and by S-FIN Γ ` p.class≤Tp.

• T-GET.

Thenp = p0. f , andΓ ` p0 :T0, andftype(Γ,T0, f ) = final T.

SinceΓ `final p0. f :Tp, by F-GET we haveΓ `final p0 :T1 andftype(Γ,T1, f ) = final Tp.

Thus,T = Tp.

• T-SUB.

ThenΓ ` p:T ′ andΓ ` T ′≤T.

By the induction hypothesis, andΓ ` Tp≤T ′.

Hence, by S-TRANS, Γ ` Tp≤T.

�

LEMMA B.40. If mtype( /0,S,m) = (x:T)→ Tn+1, thenmbody(S,m) = Tn+1 m(T x) {e}.

PROOF: Follows immediately from definition ofmtype andmbody. �

B.6 Subject reduction

The subject reduction lemma states that a well-formed configuration steps to another well-formed configuration or to a configuration
containingNullError.

LEMMA B.41. If ` p,H, and H† `final p:T, and p,H −→ p′,H, and H† `final p′ :T ′, then H† ` p = p′.

PROOF: By induction on the derivation ofH† `final p:T.
Sincep can make a step,p = p0. f . We considerp0 by cases.

• p0 = null. Thenp = null. f and R-NULL is the only rule that can apply.

• p0 = `. Thenp = `. f and R-GET is the only rule that can apply,p′ = vi = H(`)[ fi ] whereH(`) = S{ f = v}.
By the construction ofH†, H† must includè . fi = vi .

• p0 6= v.

Then R-CONG is the only rule that can apply andp0,H −→ p′0,H.

By F-GET, H† `final p0 :T0.

By the induction hypothesis,H† ` p0 = p′0.

Thus, by A-FIELD, H† ` p0. f = p′0. f .

�

LEMMA B.42. If ` p,H, and H† `final p:T, and p,H −→ p′,H, then` p′,H and H† `final p′ :T ′, where H† ` T ′≤T.

PROOF: By induction on the derivation ofH† `final p:T.
Sincep can make a step,p = p0. f . We considerp0 by cases.

• p0 = null. Thenp = null. f and R-NULL is the only rule that can apply.

• p0 = `. Thenp = `. f and R-GET is the only rule that can apply,p′ = vi = H(`)[ fi ] whereH(`) = S{ f = v}.
By F-GET, H† `final `tyT0, andftype(H†,T0, f ) = T.

Since` p,H, by CONFIG and HEAP, we haveH ` `. Thus, by H-LOC, we haveH† ` vi ` T.

By Lemma B.39,H† `final p′ :T ′, whereH† ` T ′≤T.

By H-LOC, we can also derivevi ∈ dom(H)∪{null}.
If vi = `i , thenvi ∈ dom(H). Therefore by CONFIG, ` vi ,H.



• p0 6= v.

Then R-CONG is the only rule that can apply andp0,H −→ p′0,H.

By F-GET, H† `final p0 :T0, andftype(H†,T0, f ) = T.

By the induction hypothesis,H† `final p′0 :T ′
0 andH† ` T ′

0≤T0.

By Lemma B.30,ftype(H†,T ′
0, f ) = T.

Hence, we can derive by F-GET, H† `final p′0. f :T.

By the induction hypothesis,̀ p′0,H. Therefore, sincelocs(p′0. f ) = locs(p′0), by CONFIG we can derivè p′0. f ,H.

�

LEMMA B.43. If H † ` TE[p] E S and p,H −→ p′,H, then H† ` TE[p′] E S′ where` S′@∗ S.

PROOF: By induction onH† ` TE[p] E S.

• TE= TE0.C. ThenTE[p] = TE0[p].C.

By BD-NEST, H† ` TE0[p] E S0 whereS= S0.C.

By the induction hypothesis,H† ` TE0[p′] E S′0.

Thus, we can derive by BD-NEST. H† ` TE0[p′] E S′0.C.

Also, by the induction hypothesis,̀S′0 @∗ S0.

Since` S′0 @∗ S0, we havè S′0.C@∗ S0.C.

• TE= E.class. ThenTE[p] = E.class[p].

By BD-FIN, H† `final E.class[p] :T andH† ` T :S.

By Lemma B.42,H† `final E.class[p′] :T ′ whereH† ` T ′≤T.

Let H† ` T ′ E S′. By BD-FIN, we can deriveH† ` E.class[p′] E S′.

And, by Lemma B.29,̀ S′@∗ S

• TE= P[TE0]. ThenTE[p] = P[TE0[p]].

By BD-PRE, H† ` TE0[p] :S0, and([P],S0) = S.

By the induction hypothesis,H† ` TE0[p′] :S′0 where` S′0 @∗ S0.

By Lemma B.32,S′ = ([P],S′0)@∗ ([P],S0) = S.

Thus, by BD-PRE, H† ` P[TE0[p′]] E S′.

• TE= &(U ,TE0,T). ThenTE[p] = &(U ,TE0[p],T).

By BD-MEET, H† ` TE0[p].

By the induction hypothesis,H† ` TE0[p′].
All other components of the intersection do not change and therefore remain well-formed.

Thus, we can derive by BD-MEET, H† ` &(U ,TE0[p′],T).

�

LEMMA B.44. If H † `final p and p,H −→ p′,H, then H† ` p = p′.

PROOF: By induction on the structure ofp.

• p = v. Vacuous sincep cannot take a step.

• p = x. Vacuous sincep is not well-formed.

• p = `. fi . ThenH(`) = S{ f = v} andp′ = vi . By the definition ofH†, we havè . fi = vi ∈ H†. Therefore, by A-ENV, H† ` `. fi = vi .

• p = p0. fi wherep0 is not a locatioǹ . Thenp0,H −→ p′0,H. By the induction hypothesis,H† ` p0 = p′0. Thus, by A-FIELD, we have
H† ` p0. f = p′0. f .

�

LEMMA B.45. If H † ` TE[p] and p,H −→ p′,H, then H† ` TE[p′].

PROOF: By induction onH† ` TE[p].



• TE= TE0.C. ThenTE[p] = TE0[p].C.

By WF-NEST, H† ` TE0[p], H† ` TE0[p] E S, and` S.C defined.

By the induction hypothesis,H† ` TE0[p′].

By Lemma B.43,H† ` TE0[p′] E S′ where` S′@∗ S.

Since` S′@∗ Sand Sincè S.C defined, ` S′.C defined.

Thus, we can derive by WF-NEST. H† ` TE0[p′].
• TE= E.class. ThenTE[p] = E.class[p].

By WF-FIN, thenH† `final E.class[p] :T. By Lemma B.42,H† `final E.class[p′] :T ′.

Hence, by WF-FIN, we can deriveH† ` E.class[p′].
• TE= P[TE0]. ThenTE[p] = P[TE0[p]].

By WF-PRE, H† ` P, H† ` TE0[p], andH† ` P[TE0[p]] E S.

By the induction hypothesis,H† ` TE0[p′].

By BD-PRE, H† ` TE0[p] E S0. By Lemma B.43,H† ` TE0[p′] E S′0, where` S′0 @∗ S0.

By Lemma B.32,S′ = ([P],S′0)@∗ ([P],S0) = S. Thus, by BD-PRE, H† ` P[TE0[p′]] E S′.

Hence, by WF-PRE, we can deriveH† ` P[TE0[p′]].

• TE= &(U ,TE0,T). ThenTE[p] = &(U ,TE0[p],T).

By WF-MEET, H† ` TE0[p].

By the induction hypothesis,H† ` TE0[p′].
All other components of the intersection do not change and therefore remain well-formed.

Since the structure ofTE0[p] andTE0[p′] are the same, we haveprefixExactk(TE0[p]) = prefixExactk(TE0[p′]).

Since allTi in exacts(TE[p]) are equivalent up to aliasing, and since by Lemma B.44H† ` p = p′, we have allTi in exacts(TE[p′]) are
equivalent up to aliasing,

Thus, we can derive by WF-MEET, H† ` &(U ,TE0[p′],T).

�

LEMMA B.46. If ` E[e],H, and e,H −→ e′,H, and` e′,H, then` E[e′],H.

PROOF: Sincelocs(E[e′])⊆ locs(E[e])∪ locs(e′), andlocs(E[e])⊆ dom(H), andlocs(e′)⊆ dom(H), we havelocs(E[e′])⊆ dom(H).
Since` e′,H, we havè H. Thus, by CONFIG, ` E[e′],H. �

LEMMA B.47. (Subject reduction)If ` e,H, H† ` e:T, and e,H −→ r,H ′, then either

• r = e′, ` e′,H ′, and H′† ` e′ :T, or
• r = NullError.

PROOF: The proof is by induction on the typing derivationH† ` e:T.
We first consider the case where the derivation ofH† ` e:T ends with an application of T-SUB. ThenH† ` e:T ′ whereH† ` T ′≤T.
If r = e′, then by the induction hypothesis,H ′† ` e′ :T ′. By Lemma B.22,H ′† ` T ′≤T. Thus, by T-SUB we can deriveH ′† ` e′ :T.
Thus, for the remainder of the proof we need only consider typing derivations ending in a rule other than T-SUB.
We considereby cases depending on the reduction rule used.
First, note that sinceH† contains nox:T, and sinceH† ` e:T, econtains no free variables.
Also, note that by Lemma B.16,H ′† extendsH†.
For the cases below wheree = E[e0] and R-CONG applies. To show that̀ e,H ′, we need only show that the typing derivation fore

includesH† ` e0 :T0. Then, by the induction hypothesis,` e′0,H
′, and by Lemma B.46, we can derivèE[e′0],H

′.
For the cases below wheree= NE, R-NULL applies andr = NullError.

• e= v. Vacuously true sincev cannot take a step.

• e= x. Vacuously true sinceecontains no free variables.

• e= e0. f .

e= `. fi . Then R-GET is the only rule that can apply,H ′ = H, andr = vi = H(`)[ fi ] whereH(`) = S{ f = v}.
Besides T-SUB, handled above, there are two cases for the derivation ofH† ` `. fi :T.

− T-FIN.

ThenT = `. fi .class and fi is a final field



By the definition ofH†, sinceH(`) = S{ f = v}, it must that̀ . fi .class= vi .class ∈H†. Thus, by S-ALIAS , H† ` `. fi .class≈
vi .class.

Thus, by T-SUB, H†vi ` `. fi .class.

Note that this is the place where we use the fact that fields are final. Iffi is not final,`. fi .class = vi .class will not be inH†.

SinceH ′† extendsH†, By Lemma B.17 we haveH†vi ` `. fi .class.

− T-GET.

By F-LOC and T-FIN, H† ` ` :`.class.

Let ftype(H†, `.class, fi) = Tf .

By T-GET, Tf = T and we can deriveH† ` `. fi :T.

Since` H, andH(`)[ fi ] = vi , we have by H-LOC, H† ` vi :Tf .

e= null. f . Then R-NULL is the only rule that can apply.

e= e0. f wheree0 6= v. Then R-CONG is the only rule that can apply ande0,H −→ e′0,H
′.

Again, there are two cases for the derivation ofH† ` e0. fi :T.

− T-FIN.

Thene0 = p ande′0 = p′ andT = p. f .class.

By T-FIN, H† `final p. f :Tp. By Lemma B.41 and Lemma B.42,H = H ′, andH† `final p′. f :T ′
p, andH† ` p. f = p′. f . Thus, we can

derive by T-FIN, H† ` p′. f : p′. f .class, and by S-ALIAS , H† ` p. f .class≈ p′. f .class. and by S-SUB, H† ` p′. f : p. f .class.

− T-GET.

ThenH† ` e0 :T0 andftype(H†,T0, f ) = Tf = T.

SinceH† ` e0 :T0, by the induction hypothesis,H ′† ` e′0 :T0.

By Lemma B.24, we haveftype(H ′†,T0, f ) = Tf .

Thus, we can derive by T-GET, H ′† ` e′0. f :T.

• e= e0. f = e1.

e= null. f = e1. Then R-NULL is the only rule that can apply.

e= `. f = v. Then R-SET is the only rule that can apply ande′ = v andH ′(`)[ f ] = v.

The judgmentH† ` v:T follows trivially from T-SET.

Let H(`) = S{ f = v}. Since` e,H, we havè H andH ` v and alsoH ` v.

By F-LOC and T-FIN, H ′† ` ` :`.class.

Let ftype(H†, `.class, f ) = Tf . To show thatH ′ is well-formed, we need to show thatH ′† ` v:Tf .

By T-SET, T = Tf and thereforeH† ` v:T.

Therefore by Lemma B.17,H ′† ` v:T.

SinceH ′ is equal toH except for the value stored inH ′(`)[ f ], namelyv, and since bothH† ` v:T andH ′† ` v:T, and sinceH ` v, it
must be that̀ H ′.

e= `. f = e1 wheree1 6= v. Then R-CONG is the only rule that can apply ande1,H −→ e′1,H
′.

By T-SET, H† ` ` :T0, ftype(H†,T0, f ) = Tf = T, andH† ` e1 :T.

By Lemma B.17,H ′† ` ` :T0. By Lemma B.24,ftype(H ′†,T0, f ) = Tf = T,

By the induction hypothesisH ′† ` e′1 :T.

Thus we can derive by T-SET, H ′† ` e′ :T.

e= e0. f = e1 wheree0 6= v. Then R-CONG is the only rule that can apply ande0,H −→ e′0,H
′.

By T-SET, H† ` e0 :T0, ftype(H†,T0, f ) = Tf = T, andH† ` e1 :T.

By the induction hypothesisH ′† ` e′0 :T.

By Lemma B.24,ftype(H ′†,T0, f ) = Tf = T, By Lemma B.17,H ′† ` e1 :T.

Thus we can derive by T-SET, H ′† ` e′ :T.

• e= e0.m(e).
By T-CALL , all of the following hold:

H† ` e0 :T0
0

mtype(H†,T0
0 ,m) = (x:T0)→ T0

n+1



x0 = this

∀i = 1, . . . ,n+1. ∀ j = 1, . . . , i. T j−1
i {{H†; T j−1

j−1 /x j−1}}= T j
i

∀i = 1, . . . ,n. ∀ j = 1, . . . , i. prefixExactk(T
j−1

i )⇒ prefixExactk(T
j

i )

∀i = 1, . . . ,n. ∀ j = 1, . . . , i. p. f ∈ paths(T j−1
i )⇒ p{ej−1/x j−1}. f ∈ paths(T j

i )

∀i = 1, . . . ,n. H† ` ei :T i
i .

T = Tn+1
n+1 .

We considereby cases.

e= null.m(e). Then R-NULL is the only rule that can apply.

e= `.m(v). Then R-CALL is the only rule that can apply andH = H ′.

By R-CALL , H† ` T0
0 E S, andmbody(S,m) = Tn+1 m(T x) {em}. By M-OK, Γ ` em : Tn+1 whereΓ = this : P,x : T for some

P∈ inh(S).

By Lemma B.17,(H†,Γ) ` em:Tn+1.

Let e0 = em and Te
0 = Tn+1, and lete1 = em{`/this} and Te

1 = Tn+1{`/this}, and for j = 1, . . . ,n, let ej+1 = ej{v j/x j} and
Te

j+1 = Te
j {v j/x j}.

Notee′ = en+1.

We want to show thatH† ` en+1 :Tn+1
n+1 . We do this in two steps. First, we show (1) by Lemma B.12,H† ` en+1 :Te

n+1. Then we show
(2) by Lemma B.14,H† ` Te

n+1≤Tn+1
n+1 . By T-SUB, H† ` en+1 :Tn+1

n+1 .

To apply the two lemmas, we need to show that the types of the actual values are subtypes of the (substituted) declared formal
types; that is, when the lemmas are applied to a substitution ofv for x in someΓ, if x : Tx ∈ Γ andΓ{v/x} ` v : Tv, we must have
Γ{v/x} ` Tv≤Tx.

First considerx = this andv = ` in the environmentH†,this :P. Since by T-CALL , H† ` ` :T0
0 , we need to show thatH† ` T0

0 ≤P.
We do so as follows: SinceH† ` T0

0 E S, we haveH† ` T0
0 ≤Sby S-BOUND. Since` S@∗ P, by Lemma B.38,/0 ` S≤P. Therefore,

by S-TRANS, H† ` T0
0 ≤P.

Now considerx = x1 andv = v1 in the environmentH†,this :P,x1 :T1. By T-CALL , H† ` v1 :T1
1 , whereT1

1 = T1{{H†; T0
0 /this}}.

We need to show thatH† ` T1
1 ≤T1{`/this}.

By induction onT1.

− T1 = ◦. ThenT1
1 = T1{`/this}= T1.

− T1 = T ′
1.C. Follows from the induction hypothesis and S-NEST.

− T1 = p.class.

· p = v or p = x 6= this. ThenT1
1 = T1{`/this}= T1.

· p = this. Then T1
1 = T0

0 and T1{`/this} = `.class. Since exact(T1), we haveexact(T0
0 ). Therefore by S-EXACT,

H† ` T0
0 ≤ `.class.

· p = p0. f . Let Tp = p0.class{{H†; T0
0 /this}}.

If Tp is not a path type, thenT1
1 = ftype(H†,Tp, f ), which is not exact. Hence, this case holds vacuously.

Otherwise, ifTp = p′0.class, thenT1
1 = p′0. f .class. We need to showH† ` p′0. f .class≤ p0{`/this}. f .class.

Since T-CALL requires field paths are preserved and sincep0. f ∈ paths(T1), we must havep′ ∈ paths(T1
1 ) where(†H) ` p′ =

p0{`/this}. f . By S-ALIAS , H† ` p′0. f .class≤ p0{`/this}. f .class.

− T1 = P[T ′
1]. Follows from the induction hypothesis and S-PRE-S1.

− T1 = &T. Follows from the induction hypothesis and S-MEET-G.

By a similar argument, we haveH† ` T j
i :Ti{`/this,v1/x1, . . . ,v j/x j}.

Therefore we can apply Lemma B.12 and Lemma B.14 to showH† ` e′ :Tn+1.

Thus, by T-SUB, H† ` em{`/this,v/x} :T.

e= `.m(e) where someei 6= v. Then R-CONG is the only rule that can apply. WLOG letei be the firstei that is not a value. Then,
ei ,H −→ e′i ,H

′.

By the induction hypothesis,H ′† ` e′i :T
i
i .

By applying Lemma B.17 to all other subexpressions, we have for allj 6= i, H ′† ` ej :T j
j andH ′† ` ` :T0

0 .

By Lemma B.25,mtype(H ′†,T0
0 ,m) = (x:T0)→ T0

n+1.



By Lemma B.26, for allj = 1, . . . ,n+1 and allk≤ j, Tk−1
j {{H ′†; xk/Tk

k }}= Tk
j .

Since the types of alle are preserved,prefixExactk(T
j−1

i ) implied prefixExactk(T
j

i ) before the step, then this property also holds
after the step.

Since the types of alleare preserved,paths(T j−1
i andpaths(T j

i ) are also preserved.

Thus, we can derive by T-CALL H ′† ` e′ :T.

e= e0.m(e) wheree0 6= v. Then R-CONG is the only rule that can apply ande0,H −→ e′0,H
′.

By the induction hypothesis,H ′† ` e′0 :T0
0 .

By Lemma B.17, we have for alli ≥ 0 H ′† ` ei :T i
i .

By Lemma B.25,mtype(H ′†,T0
0 ,m) = (x:T0)→ T0

n+1.

By Lemma B.26, for allj = 1, . . . ,n+1 and allk≤ j, Tk−1
j {{H ′†; xk/Tk

k }}= Tk
j .

Since the types of alle are preserved,prefixExactk(T
j−1

i ) implied prefixExactk(T
j

i ) before the step, then this property also holds
after the step.

Since the types of alleare preserved,paths(T j−1
i andpaths(T j

i ) are also preserved.

Thus, we can derive by T-CALL H ′† ` e′ :T.

• e= new T( f = e).

e= newU( f = v). Then R-NEW and R-ALLOC are the only rules that can apply.

Let H† `U E S.

− If #(fields(S)) < #( f ), then R-NEW is the only rule that can apply ande′ = newU( f = v, f ′ = e′) andH = H ′ andT = U .

By the definition offields, for all f ′i ∈ f ′, we haveftype(H†,U, f ′i ) = [final] T ′
i

By F-OK, for all f ′i ∈ f ′, we have/0 ` e′i :T
′
i . By Lemma B.17, for alli, H ′† ` e′i :T

′
i .

Thus, we can derive by T-NEW H† ` e′ :T.

− If #(fields(S)) = #( f ), then R-ALLOC is the only rule that can apply ande′ = ` andH ′ = H, ` 7→ S{ f = v}.
SinceH ′(`) = S{ f = v}, ` :S∈ H ′†.

Therefore, by F-LOC, H ′† `final ` :S, and by T-FIN, H ′† ` ` :`.class.

SinceH ′† ` `.class E S, we have by S-EVAL , H ′† ` `.class≤U .

Therefore, by S-SUB, H ′† ` e′ :U .

Since` e,H, we havè H. Thus,H ` `′ for all `′ ∈ dom(H). Since the only new location is̀, we just need to show thatH ′ ` ` to
show that Hence,H ′ ` `′ for all `′ ∈ dom(H ′).
By R-ALLOC, we haveH ′(`) = S{ f = v}.
Since` e,H, all locs(e)⊆ dom(H). Thereforev⊆ dom(H)∪{null}.
By T-NEW, for all i, ftype(H†,U, fi) = Ti andH† ` vi :Ti .

By Lemma B.17, for alli, H ′† ` vi :Ti .

Thus, we can deriveH ′ ` ` by H-LOC.

Since` ∈ dom(H ′), ande′ = `, we havelocs(e′)⊆ dom(H ′). Therefore, we can derive by CONFIG, ` e′,H ′.

e= new U( f = e) where someei 6= v. Then R-CONG is the only rule that can apply. WLOG letei be the firstei that is not a value.
Then,ei ,H −→ e′i ,H

′.

By T-NEW, ftype(H†,U, f ) = T. By Lemma B.24, we haveftype(H ′†,U, f ) = T.

By T-NEW, H† ` ei :Ti . Therefore, by the induction hypothesis,H ′† ` e′i :Ti .

With this judgment and by Lemma B.17 for all other subexpressions, we haveH ′† ` e:T.

Thus, by T-NEW, we can deriveH ′† ` e′ :T.

e= new TE[null]( f = e). Then R-NULL is the only rule that can apply.

e= new TE[p]( f = e) wherep 6= null andTE[p] 6= U . Then R-CONG is the only rule that can apply andp,H −→ p′,H.

By T-NEW, we haveH† ` e:T.

By Lemma B.17, we haveH ′† ` e:T.

SinceH† ` TE[p], by Lemma B.45,H† ` TE[p′].

Thus, by T-NEW, we can deriveH ′† ` e′ :TE[p′].
• e= e1; e2.



e= v1; e2. Then R-SEQ is the only rule that can apply, andH = H ′ andr = e2.

By T-SEQ, sinceH† ` v1; e2 :T, we haveH† ` e2 :T.

SinceH = H ′, H† ` e2,H.

e= e1; e2 wheree1 6= v. Then R-CONG is the only rule that can apply andr = e′1; e2.

By T-SEQ, sinceH† ` e1; e2 :T, we haveH† ` e1 :T1 andH† ` e2 :T.

By the induction hypothesis,H ′† ` e′1 :T1. By Lemma B.17,H ′† ` e2 :T. Thus we can derive, by T-SEQ, H ′† ` e′1; e2 :T.

�

B.7 Progress

The progress lemma states that for any well-formed configuratione,H, eithere is a value ore,H steps to a new configurationr,H ′.

LEMMA B.48. (Progress)If ` e,H and H† ` e:T, then either e= v, or there is an r and an H′ such that e,H −→ r,H ′.

PROOF: By structural induction one.

• e= null. Trivial sincee is a value.

• e= `. Trivial sincee is a value.

• e= x. Vacuous sinceH† 6` x:T.

• e= e0. f .

If e0 = null, then the configuration can take a step by R-NULL .

If e0 = `, then sincè e,H, H(`) = S{ f = v} and f ∈ f , and so the configuration can take a step by R-GET.

Otherwise,ecan take a step by R-CONG.

• e= e0. f = e1.

If e0 = null, then the configuration can take a step by R-NULL .

If e0 = ` ande1 = v, then sincè e,H, H(`) = S{ f = v} and f ∈ f , and so the configuration can take a step by R-SET.

Otherwise,ecan take a step by R-CONG.

• e= e0.m(e).

If e0 = null, then the configuration can take a step by R-NULL .

Assumee0 = ` andeare all values. Sincè e,H, ` :S∈H† for someS. Therefore,H† ` ` :Sby F-LOC and T-FIN. SinceH† ` e:T, by
T-CALL mtype(H†,S,m) is defined. Since/0 `S, mtype( /0,S,m) = mtype(H†,S,m). Hence, by Lemma B.40,mbody(S,m) is defined
and, therefore, a step can be taken by R-CALL .

Otherwise,ecan take a step by R-CONG.

• e= new T( f = e).

If T = U , ande are all values, then sincèe,H, there is anSsuch thatH† `U E S. If #(fields(S)) = #( f ), a step can be taken by
R-ALLOC; otherwise, if #(fields(S)) < #( f ), a step can be taken by R-NEW.

Otherwise,ecan take a step by R-CONG.

• e= e1; e2. If e1 = v, a step can be taken by R-SEQ. Otherwise,ecan take a step by R-CONG.

�

B.8 Soundness

Soundness follows directly from the subject reduction and progress lemmas.

THEOREM B.49. (Soundness)If ` 〈L,e〉 ok and /0` e:T, then there is an r such that e, /0−→∗ r,H ′. and r= v and H′† ` v:T or r = NullError,

PROOF: Follows from Lemma B.47 and Lemma B.48.�


